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AN ANALYSIS OF DEMAND FOR THE SELECTED
GROUP OF SPARE PARTS ILLUSTRATED WITH
AN EXAMPLE OF FILTERS FOR AGRICULTURAL
VEHICLES
Sławomir Juściński
Department of Power Industry and Vehicles
Faculty of Logistics and Enterprise Management
University of Life Sciences in Lublin
K e y w o r d s: spare parts, filters for agricultural vehicles.

Abstract
This paper contains presentation of problems of securing demand for spare parts for agricultural
vehicles. Tasks carried out by a distribution and service company, which is the authorized dealer in
the sector of agriculture service, have been characterized. The research was conducted for the group
of parts including filters of: fuel, engine oil, oil for hydraulic system and gear box for JOHN DEERE
agricultural vehicles. Selected parts were cyclically sold in connection with a change during the
realization of technical inspections and post-technical inspections. The cycle of the conducted
research encompassed the years 2003–2010. The research was carried out in the service department
of the authorized dealer of agricultural vehicles of the DEERE & Company concern. The analysis of
the number of sold filters in monthly, quarterly and annual arrangement was presented. The
research results were statistically analyzed using the R program (v. 2.14.1.). The trend, random
fluctuations and seasonal fluctuations for the series of monthly observations were determined. The
analysis of the impact of works and agritechnical measures on demand for filters for agricultural
vehicles was conducted.

Introduction
An increase in the competition on the market of farm vehicles and
machines, reinforced by Poland’s accession to the European Union, has caused
intensive actions aimed at optimising the quality of customer service. Apart
from the quality of offered products and their price, the ability to satisfy the
clients’ needs has become a dominant element of enterprise strategies. Recognising the expectations and preferences of future product users was carried out
in order to develop procedures and satisfy the users’ requirements through
systemic solutions in the area of marketing logistics. Customer service, both in
the pre-transaction and post-transaction mode, was modelled in such a way as
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to meet the users’ needs in the aspect of time, reliability, information exchange
and convenience (CYPLIK et al. 2008, FRANKOWSKA, JEDLIŃSKI 2011, WOJCIECHOWSKI 2007).
Actions performed within distribution logistics include securing the demand of agricultural holdings in a wide range of fixed assets and their
comprehensive servicing. According to market standards, the client requires
the functional efficiency of products to be secured, and one of the conditions is
the lack of time limits, quantitative and type restrictions in the implementation of spare parts purchase. The problem of financial encumbrances connected with the purchase of parts necessary for periodic servicing causes a considerable temporal variability of inspections, both within the warranty and
post-warranty period. Authorised dealers conducting trade and services activity in the sector of services for agriculture implement strategies of long-term
cooperation with vehicle users. Extending the distribution offer, they conduct
comprehensive servicing involving check-ups and repairs of products made by
particular producers according to the currently valid technical conditions
(JUŚCIŃSKI, PIEKARSKI 2009e, RYBACKI 2011, SKROBACKI, EKIELSKI 2012).

The research problem
Securing the continuity of supplies of original spare parts, accessories and
operation liquids was assumed as a standard on the distribution market of
farm vehicles and machines. A specific feature of spare parts distribution is the
possibility of establishing periodic contacts with the users of the products. In
a long-term perspective, including the whole life cycle of a vehicle, the users
need a wide range of elements for subsets and functional blocks. The sale of
spare parts at present constitutes an important item in the income structure of
distribution and services companies. Moreover, the sale of spare parts is an
element stimulating the demand for servicing carried out by enterprises.
Dealers, aware of the extensive market offer in the industry and mail order
available to all users, make attempts to strengthen their market position
among others by reducing costs within the outsourcing method (JUŚCIŃSKI
2011, JUŚCIŃSKI, PIEKARSKI 2009a, 2009b).
The issue of access to the group of spare parts with a significant and regular
demand, which applies to filters for farm vehicles, is an important subject in
the area of distribution logistics. The level and distribution of demand
throughout the calendar year constitutes a significant problem in creating
delivery schedules from plant warehouses.
The aim of the conducted research was to determine the quantitative
structure of demand for the selected group of filters for JOHN DEERE
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agricultural vehicles over a span of a calendar year and statistical analysis of
demand by determining the trend, random fluctuations and seasonal fluctuations for the series of monthly observations.
The object of the survey was the authorised dealer of farm vehicles and
machines dealing both with spare parts distribution and comprehensive
servicing. The selected enterprise for over two decades conducts activities in
the sector of services for agriculture in central-eastern area of Poland.
In the years 2003–2010 a selected group of spare parts was subject to the
survey and analysis, including the following filters: fuel filter, engine oil filter,
oil filter for hydraulic system and wheel case, used in vehicles produced by the
DEERE & Company concern. The filters were selected for the survey because
they constitute a specific group which, according to the producer’s recommendation, are periodically replaced during warranty and post-warranty inspections of farm vehicles. It should be emphasised that trade and services
enterprises are interested in connecting filter sale transactions with an
inspection at a company service station.
The demand for inspections in the warranty and post-warranty period
shows considerable variability in particular months of the year, which is
determined by the method of using farm vehicles. A dominant group of vehicles
are tractors used in field operations and work and for transporting agricultural
produce. Such a model of operation in private holdings results in a relatively
short period of intensive use of tractors, limited to agritechnical periods. Only
tractors used in holdings as front-end loaders are characterised with longer
and more evenly distributed periods of operation within a year.

The results of the survey of sales in the Sales Department
in the years 2003–2010
The survey lasted eight years and includes the sales structure of 7393
filters for JOHN DEERE farm vehicles.
The distribution of demand between the following filters: fuel filter, engine
oil filter, oil filter for hydraulic system and wheel case, used in the years
2003–2010 is presented in the histogram (Fig. 1). It should be emphasised that
the first survey year was the second season of authorised sales of JOHN
DEERE farm vehicles and spare parts by the given dealer.
In 2003 158 filters were sold. The demand in quarterly terms showed an
upward tendency within the first three quarters. The demand at the beginning
of the year was at a minimum level, and sales reached a maximum in the third
quarter (Tab. 1). The lowest numbers of filters were purchased in January,
February and March, and the largest numbers of purchases were recorded in
August and September.

Fig. 1. The distribution of filters for farm vehicles from the surveyed group purchased in the years 2003–2010
Source: The author’s own study
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In 2004 users purchased 543 filters. The lowest demand was recorded in
January and February. The sales of parts included in the survey were the
lowest in August and September. The periodic analysis confirmed the upward
tendency until the third quarter inclusive, when the maximum level of demand
for the surveyed spare parts was recorded. In a year-on-year comparison an
increase in sales amounted to as much as 243.6%.
In 2005 439 filters were purchased. In relation to the previous year,
a decrease of 19.2% occurred. The lowest demand was recorded in January,
February and December. The highest level of sales occurred in April and
September. The maximum number of spare parts from the analysed group was
purchased in the third quarter of the surveyed year.
Table 1
The sales structure of John Deere filters for far vehicles in the years 2003–2010
Years [%]
No.

The time of sales

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010
19.3

1

I quarter

2.5

11.1

14.8

8.4

16.7

20.9

21.4

2

II quarter

19.6

27.8

26.4

28.1

24.5

24.0

26.7

26.1

3

III quarter

46.2

39.2

33.7

34.7

38.4

35.3

32.3

34.0

4

IV quarter
Total

31.7

21.9

25.1

28.8

20.4

19.8

19.6

20.6

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

In 2006 the Sales Department sold 902 filters. A minimum demand in
quarterly terms was recorded at the beginning of the year, and the highest in
the third quarter. In relation to the previous year, an increase in sales of
105.5% was recorded. The lowest demand for filters was in January and
February, and the highest in May, September and October.
In 2007 the sales of 1117 filters was carried out. The quarterly demand was
the lowest at the beginning of the year, and the highest in the third quarter. In
comparison to the previous year, the sales increased by 23.8%. The lowest
demand was identified in January and December, and the highest in August,
September and October.
In 2008 vehicles users purchased 1232 filters. The lowest volume of
purchases was recorded in January, November and December, and the highest
in August and September. The analysis in quarterly terms showed a comparably low demand at the beginning and end of the year, and a maximum
demand in the third quarter. In the year-on-year terms, an increase in
transactions of 10.3% was recorded.
In 2009 1433 filters were sold. A low periodic demand was at the beginning
and end of the year, and a maximum level of sales was reached by the Sales
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Department in the third quarter. The lowest demand for parts subject to the
survey was recorded in January, February and December, and the highest in
March, May, August and September. In comparison to the previous year, the
sales increased by 16.3%.
In 2010 clients purchased 1569 filters. The analysis in quarterly terms
showed a comparably low demand at the beginning and end of the year,
and a maximum demand in the third quarter. The demand for filters was
the lowest in January, February and December, and the highest in March,
April, July and August. In relation to the previous year, the sales increased by
9.5%.

The statistical analysis of filter sales in the years 2003–2010
The numbers of fuel filters, engine oil filters, oil filters for hydraulic system
and wheel case were arranged in the form of monthly observations. They
formed time series Yt, subject to statistical analysis in order to assess the
surveyed phenomenon in the distribution process. Changes in the structure of
demand for filters were analysed in the aspect of work and operations applied
in agriculture within a calendar year. The random variables obtained in the
survey were subject to temporal sequencing in order to determine the trend,
and random and seasonal fluctuations. The equalization of time series was
done by using the method of aligned movable means. The lengths of moveable
periods for the agricultural sector were d = 12. The analysis of sales filters was
carried out with the use of the multiplicative model of time series components,
which presents the correlation (ACZEL, SOUNDERPANDIAN 2008, PUŁASKA-TURYNA 2008):
Yt = Tt · St · Ct · It

(1)

where:
Yt – the value of the series,
Tt – the trend of the series,
St – seasonal fluctuations,
Ct – cyclical fluctuations,
It – random fluctuations.
The times series consists of t = 1, 2,..., 96 observations in respective months
i = 1,..., 12 for eight consecutive years of the conducted research.
for the time series is described in
The value of centred moving average ȳt(d)
i
the formula:
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ȳt(d)
=
i

ti+t0
1 1
1
yti – d + Σ yti + yti + d ,
2
2
2
d 2
ti–t0

(

)

t0 =

d
–1
2

(2)

where:
yti – empirical values of the series (the number of sold filters),
d – the length of the movable period, d = 12.
A matrix was created for the quotient of the empirical values of the series
and aligned moveable means, in which the lines i are respective months and
columns n are years of the conducted research. The index of average seasonalness of the particular i month is presented by the interrelation:
1 c ytm
Oi = c Σ (d)
· 100 WK(M)
n=1 ȳt

(3)

m

where:
n
– the number of years of the conducted research n = 1, ..., 8;
c
– the number of cycles of periodicity, c = n – 1
12

WK(M) – the average multiplicative adjustment index to obtain

ΣO

i

= 1200.

i=1

The average multiplicative adjustment index was calculated on the basis of
the formula:
WK(M) =

1200
1 c yt m
Σ ȳt(d) · 100
c n=1
m

(4)

The value of random fluctuations for the multiplicative is defined by the
equation:
(M)

y ti(skor) =

yti
· 100
Oi

(5)

For the surveyed series, the trend ŷt(M) was determined by using the
weighted 5-period average according to the formula:

ŷt(M)
= ȳt(5)(M)
=
i
i

1
9

ti +2

Σy
ti –2

(M)
ti(skor)

· wj

1
2
for [wj] = 3
2
1

(6)
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Seasonal indices have an average value equal to 100%, which is a reference
in the graphic analysis of the influence of seasonal fluctuations on the
distribution of the set of variables. The statistical analysis of the sales of filters
for farm vehicles was performed with the use of the R program, version 2.14.1
(CRAWLEY 2008, WALESIAK, GATNAR 2009).

Statistical analysis: the trend, random
and seasonal fluctuations
The sales structure of filters subject to replacement during technical
inspections of farm tractors in the years 2003–2010 had a variable structure
(Fig. 1). The performed analysis of purchases provides grounds for formulating
a thesis on the growing demand, with a simultaneous considerable differences
in demand within each surveyed year. The level of demand from vehicle users
had different values in the period of subsequent quarters of the year. The
general rules was a lowered sales at the beginning and end of each year and
a dynamic increase in demand in the third quarter. A comparison of the
year-on-year sales results showed a rise in the number of filters purchased in
most surveyed years.

Fig. 2. The trend of the number of filters for farm vehicles sold from the group subject to the survey in
the years 2003–2010
Source: The author’s own study

Carrying out eight-year surveys of the distribution activities made it
possible to define the trend which constitutes a graphic characterisation of
long-term changes on the sales market relating to the selected group of filters
for farm vehicles (Fig. 2). From 2003 to the third quarter of 2004, the trend was
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increasing. At the turn of 2005 the trend decreased and the demand came to
a standstill. From the fourth quarter of 2005 to the end of 2006, a trend with
a high growth dynamics occurred. In the period from 2007 to 2010 a trend with
a variable structure was recorded. The subsequent quarters saw a growing
trend interchanging with periodic declines. Despite the trend adjustments,
systematic growth was maintained and the maximum value was reached at the
end of the surveyed period.

Fig. 3. The trend of the number of filters for farm vehicles sold from the group subject to the survey in
the years 2003–2010
Source: The author’s own study

The volume of demand changes for filters is presented in Fig. 3. The
random fluctuations distinguished from the time series of filters sold make it
possible to describe the variability of demand in the analysed market in
particular months of subsequent years. The recorded changes reflect the
dynamic increases of demand for the spare parts subject to the survey and the
frequently occurring declines of demand. The course of changes in the years
2003–2010 is a proof of the unstable level of demand for filters from the
surveyed group generated by farm vehicle owners. The highest value of
random fluctuations occurred in 2005, 2006 and 2008.
The tasks carried out by distribution logistics require the preparation of
a delivery schedule of spare parts. Random fluctuations occurring in filter
purchases cause the changes in demand to reach minimum and maximum
value in various months for particular years, which hinder the planning and
carrying out of deliveries.
Eliminating the trend as well as cyclical and random fluctuations from the
time series of the number of filters for farm vehicles sold made it possible to
define the value of seasonal indices for several months in a year (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. The seasonal indices for the number of filters for farm vehicles sold from the group subject to
the survey in the years 2003–2010
Source: The author’s own study

Seasonal fluctuations influence the level of filter sales. In January and
February, when field agrotechnical operations are not carried out, the number
of filters sold was lower from the reference level by 45.1% and 50.9% respectively. The start of the season of farm vehicles use in March causes an increase
of seasonal indices to the level by 1.6% higher than the reference level. As
a result of seasonal fluctuation in April and May, the demand for the analysed
spare parts grew above the average level by 19.7% i 8.3% respectively. The
completion of spring field work coincided with a decline in the demand for
filters by 8.4% below the reference level. The intensive operation of farm
vehicles during harvest and collecting root crops generates demand for technical inspections. After a specific number of hours of operation it is necessary to
replace the filters. Seasonal values cause that in July, August, September and
October the indices reached a value below average, i.e. 7.1%, 65.5%, 54.2% and
16.0% respectively. In November and December, a high decrease in demand for
parts was recorded, and seasonal indices were lower from the reference level by
15.8% and 52.3% respectively (JUŚCIŃSKI, PIEKARSKI 2008b, 2009c, KARCZMARCZYK 2005).

Conclusions
The sales of selected parts, for the group including filters of: fuel, engine oil,
oil for hydraulic system and gear box for JOHN DEERE agricultural vehicles,
displayed a growth dynamics at the level from several to several hundred
percent in a year-on-year terms in as many as six surveyed periods. A comparison of the structure of demand for filters in annual terms for the years in
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question from the beginning and end of the surveyed period showed an
increase in demand by as many as ten times.
The sales structure of filters in quarterly terms indicated the lowest
demand at the beginning and end of the year. An increase in the sales occurred
in the second quarter, to reach a maximum in the third quarter of each
surveyed year. This resulted in the implementation of warranty and postwarranty servicing inspections for the whole population of vehicles in the
surveyed region. The servicing of tractors was carried out directly before using
them for field work or right after intensive operation as a source of motive
power for machines or traction energy.
The trend identified during the statistical analysis of the sales of filters for
farm vehicles varied within the surveyed period. Years with an extensive
increasing trend were dominant, and declines in demand did not last long. The
value and dynamics of trend changes should be further analysed in order to
develop systemic solutions for creating delivery schedules for distribution
logistics. Getting to know the characteristics of demand for filters may
constitute an additional source of information for planning the work in the
company sales department providing technical servicing of farm vehicles.
The distribution of values of seasonal indices provides grounds for a hypothesis concerning the significant influence of the agritechnical work and
operations on cyclical changes in demand for farm vehicles filters. The result of
seasonal fluctuations is a high decline in demand for filters in the first and the
last months of the year when field works are not carried out. A maximum
increase of demand due to seasonal fluctuations occurs at the time of harvest
and work in the field in autumn.
The statistical analysis of demand for filters was confirmed by the existence
of considerable random fluctuations influencing the level of time series indices.
The step increase of demand for filters selected to the survey requires the
application of effective and efficient distribution systems or maintaining
increased stocks. The phenomenon of unstable demand for selected spare part
is a source of a number of organisational problems in managing the distribution chain.
The research on demand for filters of fuel, engine oil, hydraulic system oil
and gear box oil and other groups of spare parts should be continued in a long
period of time. Knowing the type structure and quantitative structure of the
demand for spare parts for various brands of agricultural vehicles and machines
will allow to optimizing processes in the logistics of the spare parts distribution.
Translated by AUTHOR
Accepted for print 19.09.2012
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DETERMINATION OF SHAPE FACTORS
AND VOLUME COEFFICIENTS OF SEEDS FROM
SELECTED CONIFEROUS TREES
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1
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K e y w o r d s: seeds, shape factor, volume, geometric shape.

Abstract
The thickness, width and length of seeds from selected coniferous trees was measured. The
obtained data was used to determine six shape factors (as proposed by Grochowicz, Mohsenin, Donev
and Wróbel). The seeds were assigned nine simple geometric shapes, and the total volume of seeds
from a given tree species was compared using a pycnometer. Based on the results, a geometric model
of seed volume was selected for every analyzed species. It was concluded that the shape of seeds from
coniferous trees can be described with the application of shape factors proposed by Mohsenin, Donev
and Wróbel, used interchangeably or collectively. The volume of seeds from coniferous trees can be
modeled with the use of an ellipsoid for Scots pine, European black pine, Norway spruce and English
yew seeds, and a double right quadrangular pyramid for silver fir and Douglas-fir seeds.
Symbols:
–
dw, dz
k
–
kMi
–
Km, Kw –
S
–
–
Sn
T, W, L –
V
–
–
VMi
–
Vp
x
–
xmax
–
–
xmin
α, β
–
αw
–

equivalent diameter of basic seed dimensions, mm,
coefficient of seed volume,
volume coefficient of the ith seed model,
Grochowicz’s shape factors,
standard deviation of trait,
Mohsenin’s shape factor,
seed thickness, width and length, mm,
seed volume, mm3,
volume of the ith geometric model, mm3,
total volume of seed sample, mm3,
average value of trait,
maximum value of trait,
minimum value of trait,
Donev’s shape factors,
Wróbel’s shape factor.
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Introduction
The seeds of coniferous trees are characterized by considerable variation in
dimensions. Their size is determined by the type of habitat and soil on which
trees grow, atmospheric conditions during cone and seed development, genetic
traits, geographic location of trees and the position of cones in the tree crown
(MURAT 2002, Nasiennictwo leśnych drzew... 1995, SIVACIOGLU, AYAN 2010,
TURNA, GÜNEY 2009). Shape is also a distinguishing feature of seeds. The
above parameters are used in the process of cleaning and sorting seeds
(GROCHOWICZ 1994).
The shape of seeds is described with the use of corresponding shape factors.
In a simplified evaluation method, the geometric shape most closely resembling the analyzed seed is chosen (FRĄCZEK, WRÓBEL 2006). Detailed evaluations
rely on virtual models which are developed with the use of parametric
equations or by modeling real objects in virtual space (JAIN, BAL 1997,
FRĄCZEK, WRÓBEL 2006, 2009, MABILLE, ABECASSIS 2003, MIESZKALSKI,
SOŁODUCHA 2008). The above methods preserve shape features characteristic
of a given species, nevertheless, they require specialist applications, and they
are not popularly used.
The objective of this study was to determine the values of shape factors
describing seeds of selected coniferous tree species, to analyze correlations
between those values, and to select simple geometric shapes that best model
seed volume.

Materials and Methods
The experimental materials consisted of seeds from the following coniferous tree species: Scots pine, European black pine, Norway spruce, European
larch, silver fir, Douglas-fir and English yew (Fig. 1). The seeds of the Scots
pine, European black pine, Norway spruce and European larch were harvested
from the following stands entered into the National Register of Approved Basic
Material:
a) MP/3/41008/05 (category of forest reproductive material – qualified,
type – plantation, region of provenance – 253, municipality – Mały Płock
(22.04oE, 53.18oN), forest habitat – fresh mixed coniferous forest, age – 15, 20
years),
b) MP/3/41225/05 (category of forest reproductive material – qualified,
type – plantation, region of provenance – 157, municipality – Gardeja (18.54oE,
53.40oN), forest habitat – fresh mixed broadleaved forest, age – 19 years),
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c) MP/1/46879/06 (category of forest reproductive material – source identified, type – tree stand, region of provenance – 205, municipality – Purda
(20.41oE, 53.39oN), forest habitat – fresh mixed coniferous forest, age – 86
years),
d) MP/2/30944/05 (category of forest reproductive material – selected, type
– tree stand, region of provenance – 202, municipality – Kowale Oleckie
(22.15oE, 54.06oN), forest habitat – fresh mixed broadleaved forest, age – 129
years).

Fig. 1. Seeds of coniferous trees: a – Scots pine, b – European black pine, c – Norway spruce,
d – European larch, e – silver fir, f – Douglas-fir, g – English yew

The seeds of the remaining species were supplied by Florpak Sp. z o.o.,
Branch in Młynki, Końskowola. The seeds were collected from the following
areas:
a) silver fir – commune Mykanów (19.09oE, 50.59oN),
b) Douglas-fir – commune Ujsoły (19.11oE, 49.27oN),
c) English yew – commune Mogilno (17.96oE, 52.65oN).
To determine the dimensions of each seed species, the material was spread
on a table and divided by halving (Nasiennictwo leśnych drzew... 1995) to
obtain samples of more than 100 seeds each. The above method produced
samples with the following size: Scots pine – 106 seeds, European black pine
– 124, Norway spruce – 113, European larch – 109, silver fir – 122, Douglas-fir
– 121, English yew – 125.
Seed dimensions were determined using the MWM 2325 workshop microscope and a dial indicator device, as described by Kaliniewicz (KALINIEWICZ et
al. 2011).
The following shape factors were calculated:
a) Grochowicz’s shape factors (1994):
Km =

W
L

(1)

Kw =

T
L

(2)
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b) Mohsenin’s shape factor (1986):

√
3

Sn =

1

(T · W · L)3
T·W
=
L
L2

(3)

c) Donev’s shape factors (DONEV et al. 2004):

α=

L
T

(4)

β=

W
T

(5)

2·L
T+W

(6)

d) Wróbel’s shape factor (2006):

αw =

The correlations between Donev’s and Wróbel’s shape factors were determined on the assumption that the axis of rotation and seed length overlap, and
the remaining two dimensions correspond to seed width and thickness.
The volume of all seeds in the sample (Vp) was calculated using a 25 cm3
pycnometer equipped with a thermometer and a capillary tube. Based on seed
volume and dimensions, the value of the seed volume coefficient was calculated
using the below formula:

k=

Vp
ΣT · W · L

(7)

We assumed that the shape of seeds could be modeled by geometric shapes
whose volume is equivalent to the volume of the analyzed seeds. The following
geometric models were considered (Fig. 2): sphere (M1), cylinder (M2), spheroid (M3), ellipsoid (M4), cuboid (M5), right triangular prism (M6), double cone
(M7), double quadrangular pyramid (M8) and double triangular pyramid (M9).
The volume of the above geometric shapes was determined based on the
following general formulas:
π · d 3w
6

(8)

π · d 2z · L
4

(9)

VM1 =
VM2 =
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π · d 2z · L
6

(10)

π·T·W·L
6

(11)

VM3 =
VM4 =
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VM5 = T · W · L

(12)

VM6 =

T·W·L
2

(13)

VM7 =

π · d 2z · L
12

(14)

VM8 =

T·W·L
3

(15)

VM9 =

T·W·L
6

(16)

Fig. 2. Geometric shape models: M1 – sphere, M2 – cylinder, M3 – spheroid, M4 – ellipsoid,
M5 – cuboid, M6 – right triangular prism, M7 – double cone, M8 – double quadrangular pyramid,
M9 – double triangular pyramid
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Geometric shapes were selected depending on whether their volume could
be calculated with the use of three basic geometric dimensions: the thickness,
width and length of modeled particles. Equivalent diameters in models M1,
M2, M3 and M7 were determined based on the below formulas (GROCHOWICZ
1994):
dw =

T+W+L
3

(17)

T+W
2

(18)

dz =

In models M7, M8 and M9, the location of the largest cross-section was not
significant because it did not affect seed volume. In extreme cases, the above
models can take on the form of an individual shape, such as a cone, a quadrangular pyramid or a triangular pyramid.
The volume coefficients of the geometric models of different seed species
were determined using the following formula:
kMi =

VMi
T·W·L

(19)

The results were processed statistically by analysis of variance and correlation analysis, using Winstat and Statistica software.

Results and Discussion
The statistical parameters describing the distribution of seed dimensions
are presented in Table 1. The seeds of the English yew were characterized by
the lowest dimensional variation (coefficient of variation did not exceed 7.3).
The highest coefficient of variation was observed with regard to the width of
silver fir seeds (15.5). The range of variations corresponds to the dimensional
characteristics of seeds harvested in Poland (CZERNIK 1983, Nasiennictwo
leśnych drzew... 1995, TYLEK 1998, 2004, 2005). The thickness of seeds from
various tree species varied between 0.95 mm (European larch) to 4.78 mm
(English yew), seed width – from 1.76 mm (European larch) to 8.01 mm
(silver fir), and length – between 3.10 mm (European larch) to 14.18 (silver
fir). Based on their average dimensions, seeds were classified in ascending
order:
a) seed thickness – European larch, Scots pine, Norway spruce, Douglasfir, European black pine, silver fir, European yew,
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b) seed
black pine,
c) seed
black pine,

width – Norway spruce,
Douglas-fir, English yew,
length – Norway spruce,
English yew, Douglas-fir,

Scots
silver
Scots
silver

pine, European larch, European
fir,
pine, European larch, European
fir.
Table 1

Statistical parameters describing the distribution of seed dimensions
Seed species

Dimension

xmin

xmax

x

S

Vs

Scots pine

T
W
L

1.09
1.88
3.22

1.80
3.00
5.31

1.45f
2.50e
4.19e

0.142
0.241
0.416

9.78
9.63
9.92

European black pine

T
W
L

1.92
2.37
4.83

3.19
4.47
8.36

2.46c
3.43c
6.46c

0.214
0.385
0.582

8.69
11.22
9.00

Norway spruce

T
W
L

1.13
1.77
3.21

1.92
3.01
5.39

1.53e
2.25f
4.15e

0.149
0.260
0.439

9.70
11.57
10.59

European larch

T
W
L

0.95
1.76
3.10

1.82
3.34
5.38

1.37g
2.62d
4.36d

0.156
0.325
0.528

11.37
12.38
12.10

Silver fir

T
W
L

2.17
3.53
5.89

4.24
8.01
14.18

3.22b
5.53a
10.82a

0.393
0.857
1.123

12.23
15.50
10.38

Douglas-fir

T
W
L

1.44
2.80
5.24

2.52
4.63
8.60

1.83d
3.49c
6.93b

0.170
0.346
0.624

9.29
9.91
9.00

English yew

T
W
L

3.45
3.64
5.55

4.78
5.49
7.62

4.05a
4.67b
6.62c

0.295
0.315
0.416

7.29
6.74
6.28

a, b, c, d, e, f, g

– different lowercase letters in the superscript indicate significant differences at a level of 0.05
Source: own calculations

The average values of seed dimensions reported in this study are similar to
those cited in literature (BURACZYK 2010, CZERNIK 1983, Nasiennictwo leśnych
drzew... 1995, SIVACIOGLU, AYAN 2010, TYLEK 1998). An analysis of variance
revealed significant differences between the dimensions of the analyzed seed
species. Significant differences were not observed only with regard to the width of
European black pine and Douglas-fir seeds, the length of Scots pine and Norway
spruce seeds, and the length of European black pine and English yew seeds.
The statistical parameters describing the distribution of seed shape factors
are shown in Table 2. The lowest spread of shape factor values was noted for Sn
in all cases, and the highest spread was reported in respect of:
a) shape factor Km – Norway spruce and English yew seeds,
b) shape factor Kw – Scots pine and European larch seeds,
c) shape factor β – European black pine, silver fir and Douglas-fir seeds.
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Table 2
Statistical parameters describing the distribution of seed shape factors
Seed species

Scots pine

European black pine

Norway spruce

European larch

Silver fir

Douglas-fir

English yew

Shape factor

xmin

xmax

x

S

Vs

Km
Kw
Sn
α
β
αw

0.385
0.250
0.458
1.952
1.413
1.457

0.860
0.512
0.761
4.008
2.304
3.151

0.600b
0.349d
0.593b
2.910d
1.730b
2.131d

0.063
0.042
0.041
0.346
0.145
0.222

10.47
11.97
6.97
11.89
8.40
10.42

Km
Kw
Sn
α
β
αw

0.315
0.281
0.453
1.971
1.019
1.732

0.686
0.507
0.690
3.557
2.117
3.273

0.533c
0.383b
0.588b
2.646e
1.404d
2.204c

0.059
0.043
0.037
0.300
0.167
0.222

10.97
11.18
6.35
11.32
11.87
10.07

Km
Kw
Sn
α
β
αw

0.379
0.296
0.490
2.201
1.142
1.677

0.790
0.454
0.690
3.383
1.983
2.890

0.547c
0.371c
0.587b
2.719e
1.475c
2.204c

0.075
0.037
0.041
0.265
0.165
0.239

13.75
9.95
7.01
9.75
11.16
10.85

Km
Kw
Sn
α
β
αw

0.478
0.229
0.493
2.365
1.450
1.480

0.929
0.423
0.732
4.368
2.432
2.742

0.604b
0.316e
0.575c
3.205c
1.926a
2.192c

0.066
0.038
0.038
0.375
0.223
0.201

10.93
12.04
6.54
11.71
11.58
9.19

Km
Kw
Sn
α
β
αw

0.288
0.181
0.414
1.870
1.017
1.342

0.956
0.535
0.800
5.539
2.964
3.541

0.515d
0.299f
0.534d
3.398b
1.741b
2.495b

0.089
0.041
0.044
0.447
0.323
0.313

17.25
13.61
8.30
13.17
18.56
12.53

Km
Kw
Sn
α
β
αw

0.373
0.199
0.430
2.655
1.512
1.869

0.734
0.377
0.627
5.036
2.660
3.413

0.506d
0.266g
0.512e
3.805a
1.918a
2.610a

0.053
0.032
0.032
0.445
0.237
0.234

10.44
12.02
6.21
11.68
12.37
8.97

Km
Kw
Sn
α
β
αw

0.549
0.502
0.659
1.306
1.000
1.226

0.886
0.776
0.872
1.992
1.319
1.870

0.708a
0.614a
0.757a
1.640f
1.155e
1.523e

0.065
0.051
0.041
0.135
0.078
0.123

9.14
8.39
5.37
8.22
6.76
8.08

a, b, c, d, e, f, g
– different lowercase letters in the superscript indicate significant differences at a level of 0.05
Source: own calculations
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The investigated seed species were classified in ascending order based on
the average values of seed shape factors:
a) shape factor Km – Douglas-fir, silver fir, European black pine, Norway
spruce, Scots pine, European larch, English yew,
b) shape factor Kw – Douglas-fir, silver fir, European larch, Scots pine,
Norway spruce, European black pine, English yew,
c) shape factor Sn – Douglas-fir, silver fir, European larch, European black
pine, Norway spruce, Scots pine, English yew,
d) shape factor α – English yew, European black pine, Norway spruce,
Scots pine, European larch, silver fir, Douglas-fir,
e) shape factor β – English yew, European black pine, Norway spruce,
Scots pine, silver fir, Douglas-fir, European larch,
f) shape factor αw – English yew, Scots pine, European larch, Norway
spruce, European black pine, silver fir, Douglas-fir.
The average values of shape factors Km and Kw for the seeds of Scots pine,
Norway spruce, European larch and silver fir are comparable with those
reported by CZERNIK (1983) and TYLEK (1998). Homogeneous groups (showing
no significant differences between the average values of the analyzed factors)
were obtained for the following seed species:
a) shape factor Km – Scots pine and European larch, European black pine
and Norway spruce, silver fir and Douglas-fir,
b) shape factor Kw – deficiency,
c) shape factor Sn – Scots pine, European black pine and Norway spruce,
d) shape factor α – European black pine and Norway spruce,
e) shape factor β – European larch and Douglas-fir, Scots pine and silver
fir,
f) shape factor αw – European black pine, Norway spruce and European
larch.
In this experiment, we also set out to determine the shape factor or a group
of shape factors that best described the seeds of coniferous trees. Based on Fig. 1
and the results of seed examinations, shape factors should account for:
a) considerable differences between the shape of silver fir seeds and seeds
of the remaining tree species,
b) considerable differences between the shape of English yew seeds and
seeds of the remaining tree species,
c) minor similarities in the shape of European larch and Douglas-fir seeds,
d) minor similarities in the shape of Scots pine and Norway spruce seeds.
The results of an analysis of variance indicate that the above requirements
were not fully met by any of the examined shape factors. Although they
satisfied the first two conditions, the shape factors proposed by Grochowicz
(Km and Kw) seemed to be least suited for describing the shape of seeds from
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coniferous trees. Grochowicz’s shape factors should be primarily used to
describe seeds that are polyhedral (FRĄCZEK, WRÓBEL 2006), such as silver fir
seeds. In remaining seeds, in particular English yew and European black pine
seeds, the axis of rotation and seed length overlap, therefore they could be
described with the application of Donev’s shape factors (DONEV et al. 2004,
FRĄCZEK, WRÓBEL 2006). The above conditions were also partially met by
Mohsenin’s and Wróbel’s shape factors which could be used interchangeably to
describe the shape of seeds from coniferous tree species native to Poland.
The results of a correlation analysis of the discussed shape factors are
presented in Table 3. The values of Pearson’s correlation coefficients are
determined by seed species, which implies that the values of different shape
factors are not mutually convertible. The most significant correlation was
observed between shape factors Kw and α. Relatively significant correlations
were noted between Mohsenin’s shape factor (Sn) and the factors proposed by
Grochowicz (Km and Kw), Donev (α) and Wróbel (αw), as well as between the
shape factors described by Grochowicz (Km) and Wróbel (αw). No significant
correlations (except for Norway spruce and silver fir seeds) were found
between Donev’s shape factor β and the shape factors proposed by Mohsenin
(Sn) and Wróbel (αw).
Table 3
Pearson’s coefficients of correlation between seed shape factors
Seed species
Correlation

Km ↔ Kw

Scots pine1

European
black
pine2

Norway
spruce3

European
larch4

Silver fir5

Douglasfir6

English
yew7

0.743

0.444

0.585

0.496

0.343

0.408

0.698

Km ↔ Sn

0.925

0.850

0.921

0.847

0.865

0.805

0.928

Km ↔ α

-0.724

-0.451

-0.588

-0.457

-0.257

-0.389

-0.702

Km ↔ β

0.202

0.523

0.703

0.410

0.675

0.456

0.492

Km ↔ αw

0.943

-0.894

-0.940

-0.916

-0.915

-0.896

-0.935

Kw ↔ Sn

0.941

0.848

0.853

0.881

0.763

0.868

0.914

Kw ↔ α

-0.981

-0.986

-0.994

-0.986

-0.953

-0.986

-0.994
-0.278

Kw ↔ β

-0.498

-0.520

-0.160

-0.580

-0.447

-0.616

Kw ↔ αw

-0.874

-0.767

-0.799

-0.771

-0.577

0.741

-0.892

Sn ↔ α

-0.927

-0.849

-0.854

-0.856

-0.695

-0.854

-0.915

Sn ↔ β

-0.182

0.001

0.376

-0.133

0.221

-0.155

0.135

Sn ↔ αw

-0.977

-0.982

-0.990

-0.974

-0.949

-0.970

-0.995
0.267

α↔β

0.507

0.516

0.155

0.615

0.511

0.634

α ↔ αw

0.889

0.782

0.806

0.754

0.556

0.737

0.903

β ↔ αw

0.057

-0.126

-0.454

-0.051

-0.422

-0.051

-0.173

Critical values of correlation coefficients: 1 – 0.191; 2 – 0.177; 3 – 0.185; 4 – 0.188; 5 – 0.178; 6 – 0.179;
– 0.176

7
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The average value of the coefficient of seed volume k, determined based on
pycnometer measurements, ranged from 0.335 (silver fir seeds) to 0.522
(Norway spruce seeds) (Tab. 4). The sphere (M1), cylinder (M2), cuboid (M5),
double cone (M7) and double triangular pyramid (M9) did not adequately
model the equivalent diameter of coniferous tree seeds because their volume
coefficients differed significantly from those measured with a pycnometer. The
performed measurements produced the smallest relative error for Norway
spruce seeds on the assumption that they had an ellipsoid shape (0.4%). The
above model quite accurately described the seeds of the Scots pine (relative
error of 7.6%), European black pine (10.1%) and English yew (3.4%). The
volume of the above seeds was most accurately modeled by a right triangular
prism (M6) which produced relative errors of 2.7%, 5.0% and 1.4%, respectively. The above model can also be used to describe the volume of European larch
seeds, although the relative error was quite high at 19.0%. The volume
coefficient of silver fir and Douglas-fir seeds was similar to that produced by
a double quadrangular pyramid (M8) where the relative error was determined
at 0.6% and 11.4%, respectively. The proposed models can be used for the
purpose of designing seed transport, separation, drying and storage processes.
Table 4
Coefficients of seed volume and geometric shape models
Volume coefficient
Seed species

k

kM1

kM2

kM3

kM4

kM5

kM6

kM7

Scots pine

0.487 0.693 0.847 0.564

0.282

European black pine

0.476 0.676 0.810 0.540

0.270

Norway spruce

0.522 0.682 0.817 0.545

European larch

0.420 0.727 0.874 0.583 0.524

kM8

kM9

0.272
1

0.5

0.291 0.333 0.167

Silver fir

0.335 0.767 0.851 0.567

0.284

Douglas-fir

0.376 0.811 0.873 0.582

0.291

English yew

0.507 0.561 0.790 0.527

0.263

Conclusions
1. The shape of coniferous tree seeds native to Poland can be described
using one of the three groups of shape factors proposed by Mohsenin, Donev
and Wróbel. The values of shape factors can be converted between groups only
if the three principal seed dimensions, namely length, width and thickness, are
known.
2. The shape and volume of coniferous tree seeds can be modeled with an
ellipsoid for Scots pine, European black pine, Norway spruce and English yew
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seeds, and a double right quadrangular pyramid for silver fir and Douglas-fir
seeds. The volume of European larch seeds can be modeled with a right
triangular prism.
Translated by ALEKSANDRA POPRAWSKA
Accepted for print 22.04.2012
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Abstract
The critical transport velocity, basic dimensions (thickness, width and length), the angle of
sliding friction and weight of European larch seeds from three batches were determined. The values
of shape factors, cross-sectional area, volume and density were calculated for all seeds. The seeds
were germinated, and germination time was determined. The investigated attributes were compared
by single classification analysis of variance and correlation analysis. The germination capacity of
seeds from the same stand varied between harvest years, and germination time was most highly
correlated with critical transport velocity and density. The lightest seeds should be separated from
the batch to improve germination capacity, and seeds of the heaviest fractions should be used to
promote even germination.
Symbols:
F
m
S
T, W, L
Tn
To
Wk
ν
V
Vs
x, xmax, xmin
α, β
γ
εk
εw
ρ

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

seed cross-sectional area, mm2,
seed weight, mg,
standard deviation of trait,
seeds thickness, width and length, mm,
time required to produce a healthy germ, day,
time of germination test, day
germination time,
critical transport velocity of seeds, m · s–1,
seed volume, mm3,
coefficient of trait variability, %,
average, maximum and minimum value of trait,
Donev’s shape factors,
angle of sliding friction, o,
germination capacity, %,
separation efficiency of non-germinating seeds, %,
seed density, g · cm–3.
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Introduction
The European larch (Larix decidua Mill.) is a tree that reaches 50 m in
height and 200 cm in diameter at breast height (BHD). The species, which
thrives in sunny and wind-shielded habitats, is tolerant of cold and vast
temperature fluctuations and shows a preference for open spaces. The European larch avoids dry habitats, and it grows best on deep and medium-compact
soils (JAWORSKI 2011, JOHNSON, MORE 2011, MURAT 2002, PIRC 2006). In
Poland, larch trees do not form dense stands that cover extensive areas, and
they are mostly encountered in the form of clusters (FONDER et al. 2007).
European larch seeds can be harvested when trees growing in open spaces
reach 15 years of age. Dense stands begin to produce seeds when they are 30
years old. Large quantities of seeds are produced every 2–3 years. Cones are
harvested between November and February before they open and release seeds
(Nasiennictwo... 1995, MURAT 2002). In the natural habitat, seeds fall out of
the cone due to the continuous bending and flexing of the scales. In extraction
plants, seeds are removed from cones by a combination of mechanical and
thermal extraction methods (Nasiennictwo... 1995, TYLEK 2004). Mechanical
extraction devices dewing seeds, but they also grind and crush cone scales. As
the result, the separation of seeds from impurities is more problematic than in
thermal extraction systems. The processed material often contains many
empty seeds which cannot be separated with the involvement of conventional
cleaning machines (pneumatic separators, mesh sieves) (Nasiennictwo... 1995,
MURAT 2002). Liquid-based cleaning methods, such as PRE-VAC (LESSTANDER,
BERGSTEN 1985) and IDS (DEMELASH et al. 2002, 2003, PASQUINI et al. 2008,
POULSEN 1995), are more effective in removing impurities from seed lots.
Only seeds of the highest quality should be used for the generative reproduction of trees (JANSON, ZAŁĘSKI 1998). Their germination capacity is determined
by a variety of factors, including habitat type, soil class, geographic location,
weather conditions during cone and seed development, incidence of diseases and
pests that affect cones and seeds, the genetic traits of tree stands and the
position of cones within the tree crown (BODYŁ et al. 2007, KLUCZYŃSKI 1992,
Nasiennictwo... 1995, SKRZYPCZYŃSKA, KOZIOŁ 2001). Seed quality can deteriorate due to improper methods of harvesting, storage and sowing pre-treatment
(ANIŚKO et al. 2006, BODYŁ et al. 2007, JANSON, ZAŁĘSKI 1995, Nasiennictwo...
1995, TYLEK 2010). The minimum germination capacity of certified reproductive
material varies between species. Due to a high number of empty seeds, the
reproductive material of the European larch should be characterized by minimum 10% germination capacity (Nasiennictwo... 1995, PN-R-65700:1998). According to the above standard, prime quality seeds have germination capacity
higher than 41% and minimum germination energy of 31%.
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There is a general scarcity of information about correlations between the
physical attributes and germination capacity of European larch seeds. The
relevant data could be of key significance for designing seed cleaning and
sorting processes. At present, the parameters of seed cleaning and separating
machines are selected intuitively based on the results of several cleaning trials
(SARNOWSKA, WIĘSIK 1998).
The objective of this study was to determine correlations between the basic
physical attributes (critical transport velocity, dimensions, the angle of sliding
friction, weight, shape factors, cross-sectional area, volume and density) and
germination capacity of European larch seeds to eliminate poor-quality seeds
from the material and promote even germination.

Materials and Methods
The experimental material comprised three batches of European larch
from a seed extraction plant in Ruciane-Nida. The analyzed batches were
harvested from the following tree stands:
a) registration number – MP/2/30945/05, municipality – Kowale Oleckie,
region of provenance – 202, forest habitat – fresh forest, age – 130 years, year
of cone harvest – 2007 (symbol – M1-07),
b) registration number – MP/2/30988/05, municipality – Ruciane Nida,
region of provenance – 206, forest habitat – fresh mixed forest, age – unknown,
year of cone harvest – 2007 (symbol – M2-07),
c) registration number – MP/2/30988/05, municipality – Ruciane Nida,
region of provenance – 206, forest habitat – fresh mixed forest, age – unknown,
year of cone harvest – 2008 (symbol – M2-08).
The analyzed material was divided by halving (Nasiennictwo... 1995), to
obtain samples of slightly above 100 seeds each. The selected method produced
samples of size: M1-07 – 119, M2-07 – 124, M2-08 – 122.
The critical transport velocity, basic dimensions (thickness, width and
length), the angle of sliding friction and weight of the studied seeds were
determined in accordance with the methodology described by KALINIEWICZ et
al. (2011, 2012a). The following laboratory devices were used: Petkus K-293
pneumatic classifier, MWM 2325 workshop microscope, an apparatus for
measuring seed thickness, an inclined plate with angle control and WAA
100/C/2 laboratory scales.
Donev’s shape factors (DONEV et al. 2004) were applied to determine the
shape of the studied seeds. The axis of rotation and seed length overlapped,
therefore, Donev’s shape factors took on the following form:
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α=

L
T

(1)

β=

W
T

(2)

It was assumed that the cross-sectional shape of European larch seeds
resembled an ellipsoid. Thus, the cross-sectional area of individual seeds was
calculated using the below formula:
F=

π·W·T
4

(3)

Seed volume was calculated from an experimentally derived correlation
with the use of a pycnometer (KALINIEWICZ et al. 2012b):
V = 0.420 · L · W · T

(4)

Seed density ρ was calculated from the formula:

ρ=

m
V

(5)

To determine germination capacity, the seeds were placed on moistened
filter paper in a glass tank covered with a glass pane. The experiment was
carried out at the recommended temperature of 20 to 30oC under exposure to
natural light. Evaporated water was supplemented daily with a sprinkler, and
filter paper was kept moist. Germination progress was evaluated daily between
8 to 9 a.m. Germinated seeds were classified as seeds that produced a sprout
with a minimum length of 3/4 of seed length (Nasiennictwo... 1995). Observations were continued for 26 days until all seeds had germinated. The germination process was completed when the analyzed seeds ceased to produce new,
correctly formed sprouts over a period of five successive days.
Germination time Wk was determined with the use of the below equation:

Wk =

To – Tn
To

(6)

Germination time was the time required by the last germinated seed to
produce a healthy sprout plus one day. In this experiment, germination time
was 21 days.
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Non-germinated seeds were eliminated from the analyzed seed lots to
improve germination efficiency on the assumption that live seed loss would not
exceed 5%. Germination capacity εk was calculated as the number of germinated seeds in a given analytical period in the total number of seeds in the
sample.
Separation efficiency of non-germinating seeds εw was determined as the
number of non-viable seeds separated according to a selected physical attribute
in the total number of non-germinating seeds in the sample.
The obtained results were processed statistically using Winstat and Statistica Pl ver. 10 software. The level of significance was α = 0.05. The following
methods were used:
– analysis of variance with Snedecor’s F distribution (single classification),
to compare the mean values of the analyzed traits for different batches of
European larch seeds. In case of statistically significant differences, homogeneous subsets were determined by Duncan’s test (GAWĘCKI, WAGNER 1984, GREŃ
1984);
– correlation analysis, to determine correlations between germination time
and the physical attributes of European larch seeds, based on the coefficients
of Pearson’s linear correlation.

Results and Discussion
The measured traits and the coefficients calculated for the analyzed
material are presented in Table 1. The highest values of the coefficient of
variation in physical traits were noted for seed weight (from 26.4% to 30.3%).
The value of the coefficient of variation for the remaining attributes was
reported in the range of around 9.3% to 20.2%, which is consistent with the
observations made by other authors (CZERNIK 1983a, TYLEK 1998, 1999, 2004).
Critical transport velocity ranged from 4.7 to 8.0 m · s–1, with an average
of 6.0 m · s–1. The above results are somewhat higher than the data reported by
TYLEK (1999, 2004) and CZERNIK (1983b), and this discrepancy could be
attributed to differences in seed origin. The seeds harvested in the Regions of
Mazury and Podlasie are larger and, consequently, heavier, than those from
southern parts of Poland. The analyzed seeds had the following dimensions:
thickness – 1.41÷1.56 mm, width – 2.60÷2.69 mm and length – 4.39÷4.53 mm,
and they were plumper than the material investigated by other authors
CZERNIK 1983a, Nasiennictwo leśnych drzew... 1995, TYLEK 1998, 2004). The
weight of the studied seeds ranged from 2.2 to 12.3 mg.
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Table 1
Statistical distribution of the physical attributes of European larch seeds

Batch of seeds

M1-07

M2-07

M2-08

Attribute/indicator

xmin

xmax

x

S

Vs

ν
T
W
L
γ
m
α
β
F
V
ρ
Wk

4.675
1.10
1.82
2.86
21
2.4
2.228
1.255
1.766
2.702
0.510
0

7.425
1.84
3.27
5.75
63
12.3
4.315
2.346
4.465
12.776
1.119
0.714

5.96b
1.45b
2.63a
4.51a
39.6a
6.2b
3.119a
1.817a
3.006b
7.362b
0.854a
0.279a

0.614
0.135
0.330
0.601
7.988
1.627
0.399
0.206
0.570
2.145
0.131
0.239

10.29
9.35
12.55
13.35
20.15
26.42
12.78
11.34
18.95
29.14
15.32
85.88

ν
T
W
L
γ
m
α
β
F
V
ρ
Wk

4.675
0.98
1.83
2.81
28
2.2
2.153
1.254
1.553
2.389
0.584
0

6.875
1.83
3.38
5.85
64
9.8
3.953
2.467
4.513
11.990
1.129
0.667

5.92b
1.41c
2.60a
4.39a
39.1a
5.8b
3.118a
1.855a
2.912b
6.963b
0.849a
0.247a

0.610
0.163
0.340
0.584
6.351
1.773
0.333
0.211
0.615
2.139
0.127
0.231

10.30
11.55
13.09
13.31
16.23
30.32
10.68
11.35
21.11
30.71
14.96
93.42

ν
T
W
L
γ
m
α
β
F
V
ρ
Wk

4.675
1.20
1.75
3.32
29
3.0
2.344
1.151
2.016
3.579
0.514
0

7.975
1.98
3.48
6.17
55
11.5
3.757
2.245
5.023
14.632
1.142
0.714

6.24a
1.56a
2.69a
4.53a
38.3a
6.8a
2.911b
1.733b
3.315a
8.138a
0.843a
0.203b

0.594
0.145
0.356
0.538
5.288
1.832
0.322
0.230
0.616
2.243
0.135
0.256

9.52
9.29
13.21
11.88
13.81
27.08
11.08
13.27
18.57
27.56
15.98
126.08

a, b, c

– different letters in the superscript indicate significant differences at a level of 0.05
Source: own calculations

Shape factors α and β were characterized by the smallest variation, and
germination time Wk – by the highest variation. Owing to their large size, the
cross-sectional area and volume of the analyzed seeds were also somewhat
higher than the values reported by CZERNIK (1983a) and TYLEK (1998, 2004).
The results of a single classification analysis of variance revealed an
absence of significant differences in the width, length, angle of sliding friction
and density of European larch seeds. Seed lots harvested in the same year
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(M1-07 and M2-07) differed significantly only with regard to seed thickness.
Seeds collected from the same tree stand in successive years (M2-07 and
M2-08) showed significant variations in critical transport velocity, thickness,
weight, shape factors, cross-sectional area, volume and germination time. In
general, seeds harvested in 2008 were thicker and heavier than the material
obtained in 2007, and the above contributed to an increase in their critical
transport velocity.
A comparison of the physical traits of germinated and non-germinated
European larch seeds is presented in Figure 1. The analyzed groups significantly differed with regard to critical transport velocity, weight and density.
Seeds harvested from the same stand varied in length, and those collected in
2008 had different shape factors. Some of the non-germinated seeds were
empty, and their basic parameters, cross-sectional area, volume and springiness values differed from full seeds (TYLEK 2004). No significant differences
were observed between the lots of germinated seeds harvested in 2007, but
those batches differed from the material collected in 2008 with regard to
critical transport velocity, thickness, weight, shape coefficients, cross-sectional
area and volume. A comparison of non-germinated seeds did not reveal
significant differences in their average width, length, volume or density.
During the experimental period, the following number of seeds produced
healthy sprouts: M1-07 – 75, M2-07 – 75 and M2-08 – 51. The germination
capacity of the analyzed batches reached 63.0%, 60.5% and 41.8%, respectively,
indicating that the studied material falls into the premium quality category.
The germination efficiency of seeds harvested from a given stand varied
between years. Meteorological conditions during the formation and development of cones significantly affect the quality of harvested seeds (Nasiennictwo... 1995). Seeds harvested in various parts of the Regions of Warmia and
Podlasie during the same year had similar germination capacity. Although
they had been stored for one year less than the remaining batches, the seeds
harvested in 2008 were characterized by significantly lower germination
capacity.
Due to the noted differences in selected attributes of germinating and nongerminating seeds, non-viable seeds were separated to improve the germinating capacity of the batch. The effects of separating non-germinating seeds
according to the lower limit of classification are shown in Table 2. The highest
separation efficiency was obtained when critical transport velocity and density
were used as the separation traits. Our observations are consistent with the
results reported by TYLEK (2004). The use of a vertical air stream and the
selection of cleaning parameters which promoted the separation of lightest
seeds produced the best results. Germination capacity increased to 72.4% in
M1-07, 74% in M2-07 and 56.5% in M2-08 when 17.6%, 22.6% and 30.3% of the
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Fig. 1. Significance of differences (at a level of 0.05) between the attributes of European larch seeds:
A, B – different letters indicate significant differences between different seed batches; a, b – different
letters in the superscript indicate significant differences between germinated and non-germinated
seeds
Source: own study
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Table 2
Separation efficiency εw of non-germinating seeds and germination capacity εk of European larch
seeds according to the adopted limit of classification in the separation process
Batch of seeds

M1-07
(εk = 63.0%)

M2-07
(εk = 60.5%)

M2-08
(εk = 41.8%)

Limit of classification

εw [%]

εk [%]

ν = 5.1 m · s–1
T = 1.65 mm
W = 2.18 mm
L = 3.60 mm
γ = 30o
m = 3.9 mg
ρ = 0.68

38.6
11.4
18.2
9.1
18.2
11.4
22.7

72.4
64.6
66.4
64.0
66.4
64.5
67.6

ν = 5.1 m · s–1
T = 1.62 mm
W = 2.12 mm
L = 3.60 mm
γ = 30o
m = 3.8 mg
ρ = 0.73

49.0
16.3
8.2
8.2
6.1
24.5
46.9

74.0
63.4
61.2
61.2
60.7
65.7
73.2

ν = 5.6 m · s–1
T = 1.76 mm
W = 2.25 mm
L = 4.03 mm
γ = 31o
M = 5.5 mg
ρ = 0.77

47.9
11.3
16.9
25.4
8.5
40.8
52.1

56.5
43.2
44.9
47.5
42.5
53.3
58.5

Source: own calculations
Table 3
Coefficients of Pearson’s linear correlation between germination time and other attributes of
European larch seeds from three batches
Variables

Coefficients of correlation calculated for:

X

Y

M1-071

M2-072

M2-083

Wk

ν
T
W
L
γ
m
α
β
F
V
ρ

0.349
-0.106
0.033
0.004
0.102
0.167
0.050
0.107
-0.038
-0.020
0.281

0.427
-0.113
0.002
0.153
0.033
0.274
0.284
0.101
-0.067
0.022
0.507

0.505
-0.045
0.171
0.221
0.041
0.476
0.268
0.187
0.100
0.151
0.502

Critical value of the correlation coefficient:
Source: own calculations

1

– 0.180;

2

– 0.176;

3

– 0.178

seeds were discarded, respectively. The above process efficiently separates
around 40% of non-viable seeds. Density can also be used as a separation trait,
but due to the complexity of the process (solution density has to be adjusted
precisely to the batch of floated seeds) and the need to dry the seeds, it is not
recommended.
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An analysis of the linear correlation between germination time and the
remaining attributes of European larch seeds (Table 3) indicates that the
critical value of the correlation coefficient for all three seed batches was
exceeded only for critical transport velocity and density. The above results
suggests that in order to produce a more evenly distributed germination
pattern, a pneumatic separator, a liquid separator or a pneumatic vibratory
table should be used to split the material into fractions.
Table 4 shows the germinating capacity of three potential seed fractions
separated by a vertical stream of air to eliminate non-germinating seeds
according to the lower limit of classification. According to the presented data,
the sorting of seeds based on their critical transport velocity can narrow down
sprouting times. The above particularly applies to seeds characterized by the
Table 4
Effect of germination time on the percentage of three fractions of European larch seeds (sorted by
critical transport velocity)
Percentage of seeds [%]
Batch
of seeds

Range Wk

M1-07

0.001÷0.100
0.101÷0.200
0.201÷0.300
0.301÷0.400
0.401÷0.500
0.501÷0.600
0.601÷0.700
0.701÷0.800
0*

1.0
3.0
2.0
15.3
30.8
8.2
11.2
1.0
27.5

1.0
1.0
1.0
5.1
9.2 (25.8)
2.1
4.1
0
12.2 (34.2)

0
1.0
1.0
9.2
14.3 (28.0)
5.1
6.1
1.0
13.3 (26.1)

0
1.0
0
1.0
7.3 (54.9)
1.0
1.0
0
2.0 (15.0)

M2-07

0.001÷0.100
0.101÷0.200
0.201÷0.300
0.301÷0.400
0.401÷0.500
0.501÷0.600
0.601÷0.700
0.701÷0.800
0*

2.0
8.3
3.1
16.8
27.2
8.3
8.3
0
26.0

1.0
2.1
0
6.3
12.5 (33.3)
0
3.1
0
12.5 (33.3)

1.0
3.1
3.1
8.3 (18.1)
5.3
7.3
5.2
0
12.5 (27.3)

0
3.1
0
2.2
9.4 (56.3)
1.0
0
0
1.0 (6.0)

M2-08

0.001÷0.100
0.101÷0.200
0.201÷0.300
0.301÷0.400
0.401÷0.500
0.501÷0.600
0.601÷0.700
0.701÷0.800
0*

1.2
1.2
0
7.1
22.4
13.0
7.0
4.6
43.5

0
0
0
3.5 (29.7)
2.4
0
1.2
0
4.7 (39.8)

0
1.2
0
2.4
8.2 (16.6)
2.4
3.4
1.2
30.6 (61.9)

1.2
0
0
1.2
11.8 (30.4)
10.6 (27.3)
2.4
3.4
8.2 (21.1)

division into fractions
total

ν < 6.0 m · s–1 ν = 6.0÷6.5 m · s–1 ν > 6.5 m · s–1

* Seeds that did not germinate over the experimental period
Source: own calculations
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highest critical transport velocity (at ν > 6.5 m · s–1). The share of seeds from
the most populous germination time interval reached 54.9%, 56.3% and
30.4% in each fraction. Non-viable seeds had a significantly smaller share
(15.0%, 6.0% and 21.1%, respectively), implying that this material could
be used in container nurseries where only prime quality seeds are sown.
Similar results were reported in a study of Norway spruce seeds (KALINIEWICZ
et al. 2012a).
The germination capacity of three potential seed fractions separated based
on density values is presented in Table 5. As before, non-germinating seeds
were eliminated according to density classification limits indicated in Table 2.
In this case, the germination interval was also narrowed down for the last
fraction (ρ > 0.95 g · cm–3). The share of seeds from the most abundant
Table 5
Effect of germination time on the percentage of three fractions of European larch seeds (sorted by
density)
Percentage of seeds [%]
Batch
of seeds

Range Wk

after division into fractions
total

ρ<0.85 g · cm–3

ρ=0.85÷0.95 g · cm–3

ρ>0.95 g · cm–3

M1-07

0.001÷0.100
0.101÷0.200
0.201÷0.300
0.301÷0.400
0.401÷0.500
0.501÷0.600
0.601÷0.700
0.701÷0.800
0*

1.0
2.9
2.0
14.1
28.6
7.7
10.4
1.0
32.3

1.0
2.9
1.0
4.7
10.5 (23.4)
2.9
4.7
0
17.1 (38.2)

0
0
0
3.7
7.6 (31.9)
2.9
2.9
0
6.7 (28.2)

0
0
1.0
5.7
10.5 (33.4)
1.9
2.8
1.0
8.5 (27.1)

M2-07

0.001÷0.100
0.101÷0.200
0.201÷0.300
0.301÷0.400
0.401÷0.500
0.501÷0.600
0.601÷0.700
0.701÷0.800
0*

3.1
8.3
3.0
16.5
25.7
8.3
8.3
0
26.8

2.1
1.0
1.0
3.1
4.1 (12.1)
2.1
3.1
0
17.5 (51.5)

1.0
2.1
1.0
8.2
10.3 (30.3)
5.2
3.1
0
3.1 (9.1)

0
5.2
1.0
5.2
11.3 (35.3)
1.0
2.1
0
6.2 (19.4)

M2-08

0.001÷0.100
0.101÷0.200
0.201÷0.300
0.301÷0.400
0.401÷0.500
0.501÷0.600
0.601÷0.700
0.701÷0.800
0*

1.2
2.4
0
7.4
23.2
12.1
7.3
4.9
41.5

0
1.2
0
2.5
4.9 (16.7)
1.2
1.2
1.2
17.1 (58.4)

0
1.2
0
3.7
7.3 (17.6)
4.8
3.7
3.7
17.1 (41.2)

1.2
0
0
1.2
11.0 (37.7)
6.1
2.4
0
7.3 (25.0)

* Seeds that did not germinate over the experimental period
Source: own calculations
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germination time interval was around 35% in a given fraction. The material
characterized by the highest density had a smaller share of non-viable seeds
than the entire batch, therefore it could be successfully used in container
nurseries.
The combination of pre-treatment cleaning based on a selected separation
trait (e.g. critical transport velocity) and seed sorting based on another
attribute (e.g. density) did not significantly improve the quality of the resulting
material, which is why the results of the above analyses are not presented in
this paper.

Conclusions
1. The germinating capacity of European larch seeds ranged from 42% to
63% which qualifies the studied material for the prime quality group. Germinating capacity is largely affected by the year of cone harvesting and the
prevalent weather conditions during the formation and development of seeds.
2. Germinating seeds and non-viable seeds differed most significantly with
regard to their critical transport velocity, weight and density. In order to
improve seed quality, pneumatic and hydraulic separators or pneumatic
vibratory tables should be used to eliminate the lightest fraction from seed
material. Separation efficiency reaches around 40%, and it increases germination capacity to 56-74%.
3. The germination capacity of European larch seeds can be improved and
more evenly distributed germination patterns can be obtained by fractioning
seeds. This can be achieved with the use of the above cleaning machines. The
heaviest seeds (with the highest critical transport velocity and density) should
be used for sowing.
Translated by ALEKSANDRA POPRAWSKA
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Abstract
This paper proposes a method for determining the breaking strength and the resulting
deformations of the mustard seed coat. A compression test stand for determining breaking strength
and seed coat deformations was described. The results of the experiment were processed and
analyzed.

Introduction
Mustard is an annual oily plant of the family Brassicaceae which produces
yellow flowers. Mustard is a well-established crop with numerous applications,
and white mustard (Sinapis Alba) is the most popular species (WAŁKOWSKI
1997). White mustard grows wild in the Mediterranean region where it is
regarded as a weed. Today, it is cultivated in moderate climate zones around
the world. White mustard is an annual oily plant which is less susceptible to
freezing temperatures than winter rape. The annual yield of white mustard
seeds reaches two tons per hectare. It is the basic ingredient in the production
of mustard and spices, and it is also grown as a forage plant. In comparison
with black mustard, white mustard seeds are characterized by higher fat and
protein concentrations and a lower fiber content of the seed coat. White
mustard seeds are husked to remove harmful substances, including large
quantities of fiber and crude fiber (OCHODZKI, RAKOWSKA 1996).
Stringent requirements set for food products spur a search for raw
materials of the highest quality. The microstructure, morphological and
anatomical structure of seeds determine the choice of the most effective seed
coat removal method in the husking process (MIESZKALSKI 2009).
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The size of mustard seeds varies from 1.5 to 3.2 mm, subject to species and
variety as well as weather conditions in the year of harvest (PYKAŁO 2002). At
the micro and macro level, geometric and mechanical attributes of seeds
condition the parameters of a husking device.
The minimal force that causes the seed coat to rupture is one of the key
parameters affecting the husking process. A method of determining impact
energy has been described by several authors (MIESZKALSKI, SARNIAK 1997).
Impact energy values can be used to calculate the breaking strength of the seed
coat, but they do not support determinations of minimum breaking strength.
The proposed method involves a 5 kg drop-weight which generates impact
energy. The determined impact force is a sum of the minimum force required
to rupture the seed coat, the seed’s deformation strength after coat rupture,
the force required to overcome aerodynamic resistance and friction of the
drop-weight guide. The force breaking the seed coat causes the seed to become
deformed. This is also an important parameter which should be taken into
account when setting the parameters of a husking device which removes the
seed coat through deformation (SCHNEIDER 1982).
The application of excessive breaking force or deforming force in the
husking process lowers the quality of the processed material and increases
husking costs. The study set out to investigate the minimum force required to
break the seed coat and deform the seed.

Materials and Methods
The objective of this study was to determine the deformation strength of
mustard seeds subjected to a load applied perpendicularly to the parting plane
of cotyledons.
The adopted model is presented in Figure 1 (NIZIŃSKI 2002, MICHALSKI,
SZCZYGLAK 2005).
In the adopted model, the set of constant values C contains the following
elements:
– c1 – seed moisture content (7%);
– c2 – mustard seed variety (Nakielska).
In the adopted model, the set of interfering factors Z contains the following
elements:
– z1 – ridged seed surface;
– z2 – uneven seed diameter;
– z3 – non-linear measurement path.
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Fig. 1. Analyzed mustard seeds: s(t) – time waveform of mustard seed deformation, F(t) – time
waveform of load application, C – set of constant values, Z – set of interfering factors

A seed compression test stand was built for the needs of the experiment
(Fig. 2). Seeds were placed on a test platform. The movement of the loading
yoke relative to the specimen platform was controlled by a mechanical actuator. The yoke was connected to a power transducer. The position of the yoke
relative to the platform was determined with the use of a potentiometric
position sensor.

Fig. 2. Seed compression test stand: F – force, s – displacement

The list of measured values and the corresponding measuring transducers
are shown in Table 1.
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List of measured values and the corresponding measuring transducers

Table 1

Measured value

Symbol

Transducer

Measurement range

Deformation

s (t)

potentiometric position sensor
MM10 10 kΩ

0–11 [mm]
(resolution <0.00275 mm)

Load

F(t)

tensometric power transducer AR
201 50 N

0-50 [N]
(resolution 0.0005 N)

A shared sampling time base was used to synchronize the measurements
(Tp = 0.01 s). The measured values were registered by a computer connected to
an MG-TAE1 logger (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Measurement path for registering time waveforms of input function and output variables
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The resulting time waveforms of deformations and the accompanying loads
were subjected to frequency filtration in the MatLab application using the
Chebyshev filter (MOLER 2004).

Results
Filtered time waveforms of deformation and load noted in the experiment
are exemplified in Figure 4. When breaking strength was exceeded during seed
compression, a cracking sound could be heard with an unarmed ear. The above

Fig. 4. Time waveforms of mustard seed deformation and the accompanying load

Fig. 5. A compressed seed
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was accompanied by a rapid decrease in radial rigidity of the tested seed
(Fig. 4). An image of a compressed seed is presented in Figure 5, and the
corresponding time waveforms are shown in Figure 4.
The results of the experiment are presented in Table 2.
Table 2
Experimental results
Parameter

Value

Number of samples

30

Average force required to break the seed coat

17.54046 N

Minimum force required to break the seed coat

11.381554 N

Maximum force required to break the seed coat

23.680499 N

Standard deviation (force)

4.941420 N

Median (force)

19.165556 N

Average deformation of the seed coat caused by breaking force

0.213468 mm

Minimum deformation of the seed coat caused by breaking force

0.179499 mm

Maximum deformation of the seed coat caused by breaking force

0.263214 mm

Standard deviation (deformation)

0.026104 mm

Median (deformation)

0.214235 mm

Conclusions
The proposed method supports precise determinations of the minimum
force required to break the seed coat. At breaking point, a cracking sound can
be heard with an unarmed ear. The above is accompanied by a rapid decrease
in the seed’s radial rigidity. In the tested samples, the average breaking force
was 17.54046 N, and the average deformation was 0.213468 mm. The results
were reported for mustard seeds var. Nakielska with a 7% moisture content.
We believe that our findings can expand the knowledge base of husking
machine designers. Owing to a broad range of mustard seed species, further
work is needed to investigate other varieties with different moisture content
levels.
Translated by ALEKSANDRA POPRAWSKA
Accepted for print 31.10.2012
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Abstract
The paper contains an analysis of a multi-flat building located in Lębork. The calculations made
for the existing building as required to issue an energy performance certificate demonstrated its high
energy consumption. Renovation of the thermal insulation of the building was simulated, including
all partitions enclosing rooms with regulated temperature, independent from the outdoor environment, and other unheated rooms. The effect of the thermal insulation renovation on the Primary
Energy Factor and the Air Pollutant Emission Factor was tested. It was proven that the analyzed
refurbishment of thermal insulation was insufficient to fulfill the reference value of primary
non-renewable energy input, which would ensure considerable savings on costs (amounts of fuels) of
heating.

Introduction
In 2009, according to the Directive of the European Union 2002/91/EC
(Official Journal of the European Communities L 1/65 of 2002) of 16 December
2002 on the energy performance of buildings, the Polish law imposed in certain
cases an obligation to obtain an energy performance certificate of a building,
also known as an energy certificate. A model certificate as well as a methodology for making relevant calculations are included in the Regulation of the
Minister for Infrastructure of 6 November 2008 on the methodology of
calculating energy performance of a building, a residential flat or a selfcontained, technical and functional part of a building, and on methods of
preparing energy performance certificates, including model certificates (Journal of Law of 2008, No 201, item 1240). The objective was to promote low
energy consumption buildings, both new and renovated ones.
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Role of an energy performance certificate
The role of an energy performance certificate is to provide an objective and
independent opinion about the primary, final and usable energy demand of
a given building. These types of energy comprise the energy demand for
heating (in all buildings), hot water (in all buildings), ventilation and air
conditioning (if a building is equipped with a cooling installation) and lighting
(in public buildings).
The usable energy for heating is calculated in monthly balances during
a heating season. The usable energy for cooling is calculated in monthly
balances during a cooling season. The usable energy spent on hot water
heating is calculated in an annual balance, as a product of the factors that
significantly influence its value. A similar calculation method is deployed for
calculating the energy expended on built-in lighting installation.
The final energy is balanced out at a building’s exterior boundaries, and its
value expresses the demand for energy to be delivered to the building, taking
into account all losses due to the efficiency of all installation systems. The
demand for non-renewable primary energy determines the total efficiency of
a whole building. Apart from final energy, it includes an additional, nonrenewable primary energy expenditure on delivering each of the used energy
carriers (e.g. coal, heating oil, gas, electricity, renewable energies, etc.) to the
building’s boundaries as well as auxiliary energy necessary to power auxiliary
devices.
The value of primary energy is most significantly shaped by the technical
condition of exterior partitions in a building. According to the laws of physics,
thermal energy flows from a medium of higher temperature to a medium of
lower temperature. The higher the difference in temperatures, the faster the
energy flow. Approximate heat losses through partitions and a ventilation
system are presented in table 1.
Table 1
Per cent heat losses thorough ventilation and exterior partitions of a building
Type of loss

Percentage [%]

Ventilation

25–35

Exterior walls in contact with atmospheric air

20–30

Exterior partitions in contact with the ground

5

Roof

20–30

Exterior windows and doors

10–20

Source: the authors.
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Of the total heat losses in a building, about 70–80% are the losses through
exterior partitions, which separate the interior of the building, where the
temperature is regulated independently from the external environment.
According to the methodology for issuing energy performance certificates
of buildings, the coefficient of heat transmission through partitions is the sum
of the product of the correction coefficient of a calculated difference in exterior
and interior temperatures and heat losses through particular partitions,
including linear thermal bridges – complaint with the norms PN-EN 12831
and PN-EN ISO 6946.
Htr = Σi [btr,i · (Ai · Ui + Σi li · Ψi)]

[W/K]

(1)

where:
btr,i – correction coefficient of the calculated exterior-interior temperature
difference for the ith partition,
Ai – surface area of the ith partition enveloping regulated temperature space,
calculated from exterior dimensions, of the partition (dimensions of
windows and doors are taken as dimensions of apertures in walls) [m2],
Ui – coefficient of heat transmission through the ith partition between the
heated space and the exterior [W/(m2 K)],
length of the ith linear thermal bridge [m],
li
Ψi – linear coefficient of heat transmission through a thermal bridge according to PN-EN ISO 14683 or calculated according to PN-EN ISO 10211
[W/(m K)].
The coefficient of heat transmission by ventilation is calculated as the
product of the interior heat capacity of air per volume and the sum of the
product of correction coefficients of the ventilation airflow and occurring
ventilation flows:
Hve = ρa · ca · Σk (bve,k · Vve,k,mn) [W/K]

(2)

The achieved values of heat loss coefficients Htr and Hve enable calculation
of total heat flows.
The total heat transmission through partitions and ventilation is calculated
in monthly balances – due to different external monthly temperatures.
Qtr = Htr · (θint,H – θe) · tM · 10–3 [kWh/month]

(3)

Qve = Hve · (θint,H – θe) · tM · 10–3 [kWh/month]

(4)
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where:
Qtr
– total heat flow by transmission through walls over a month
[kWh/month],
Qve
– total heat flow by ventilation over a month [kWh/month],
Htr
– coefficient of heat loss by transmission through all exterior partitions
[W/K],
Hve
– coefficient of heat loss through ventilation [W/K],
θ int,H – exterior temperature for the heating season in a building or a flat
according to the requirements defined in civil engineering and technical regulations [oC],
θe
– average air temperature during the analyzed monthly interval according to the data supplied by the nearest meteorological station [oC],
tM
– number of hours in a month (during the heating season) [h].
The sum of total heat flow through transmission and ventilation is defined
as heat losses.
QH,ht = Qtr + Qve [kWh/month]

(5)

The demand for usable energy for heating and ventilation, in monthly
balances, is calculated by taking into account the gains from solar radiation
through glass panes (windows, skylights, glazed partitions) and internal gains
(heat gains from occupants, household devices, etc.).
QH,nd,n = QH,ht – ηH,gn · QH,gn [kWh/month]

(6)

where:
QH,nd – amount of heat necessary to meet the heating demand of a building (a
flat, part of a building) in a month or a year [kWh/month],
QH,ht – heat losses through transmission and ventilation in a month
[kWh/month],
QH,gn – internal and solar heat gains in a month [kWh/month],
ηH,gn – heat gain utilization factor under the heating regime.
Values of monthly heat gains from solar radiation through windows in
vertical partitions of a building should be computed from the formula:
Qs1,s2 = Σi Ci · A3i · Ii · g · kα · Z [kWh/month]

(7)

where:
Ci
– ratio of the glazed surface area to the total area of a window, which
depends on the size and construction type of a window; the average
value is 0.7,
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– surface area of a window or a French window within the inside
diameter of the aperture in the partition [m2],
– value of solar energy within the analyzed month relative to the vertical
plane in which a window of the surface area Ai is fitted, according to
the data from the nearest solar radiation measuring station [kWh/(m2
month)],
– coefficient of the solar energy transmission through the glazed surface,
– correction coefficient of the value Ii due to the inclination of the roof to
the vertical wall, kα = 1.0,
– coefficient of the shading of a building due to its orientation and
shading components on the building facade.
Value of internal heat gains is calculated from the equation:
Qint = qint · Af · tM · 10–3 [kWh/month]

(8)

where:
qint
– heat load of internal gains in a given room [W/m2],
Af
– is the total floor area of rooms in a building or a flat where temperature is regulatedą [m2],
tM
– number of hours in a month (during the heating season) ]h].
As seen from dependence (1), when the value of coefficient U for construction partitions (walls, roof, windows, doors) declines, so does the value of the
heat loss coefficient and, consequently, the value to the total heat flow through
transmission and the value of the heat amount necessary to fulfill the heating
demand of the building – dependence (6). This is reflected in the values of the
final and primary usable energy needed for heating and ventilating the
buildings, and in the values of the PE and FE factors.

Description of the building
The analyzed building (Fig. 1) is a multi-family, four-storey building, with
two aboveground floors, a partly habitable attic and a basement. The building
was constructed in 1961. The basement is not heated. In the basement, there
are cellars and 11 car garages used by the building’s residents. There are 16
flats in the building, situated on three floors. Three heated staircases lead to
the flats. The roof is a timber, hipped construction covered with ceramic roof
tiles. The building is of traditional masonry brick construction. It is fitted with
the following installations:
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– electric installation – repaired in 1999;
– gas installation – refurbished in 1997;
– central heating;
– sewage installation.
In 2000, the building’s thermal insulation was improved by replacing old
windows with new PVC ones.
Specification of the building’s characteristics:
The net floor area of the building – 1169.80 m2;
The usable floor area of the flats – 727.90 m2;
The cubage of the building – 4 840 m3;
The length of the building 34.73 m;
The width of the building – 11.15 m.

Fig. 1. The analyzed building
Source: the authors.

The exterior partitions, which separate the building’s interior with regulated temperature and other unheated rooms from the exterior environment,
consist of:
The exterior walls – 42 cm thick:
– cement and lime plaster 1.5 cm,
– a wall of face hollow blocks 25 cm,
– an air cavity 2 cm,
– a wall of solid clay bricks 12 cm,
– cement and lime plaster 1.5 cm.
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The interior staircase wall – 30 cm thick:
– cement and lime plaster 1.5 cm,
– a wall of ceramic solid brick 25 cm,
– cement plaster 1 cm,
– structural cement 2.5 cm.
The ceiling above the basement – 35 cm thick:
– pinewood floor parquet on asphalt pitch 2.5 cm,
– cement screed 4 cm,
– DSM floor system 27 cm,
– cement and lime plaster 1.5 cm.
The floor above the second floor – 47.5 cm thick:
– rockwool 15 cm,
– cement screed 4 cm,
– DSM floor system 27 cm,
– cement and lime plaster 1.5 cm.
Walls between rooms in the attic – walls adjacent to the attic – 35 cm thick:
– cement and lime plaster 1.5 cm,
– a wall of face brick 18 cm,
– Styrofoam 15 cm,
– dry set wall plaster mesh 0.5 cm.
The exterior walls of the dormer windows – 42 cm thick:
– cement and lime plaster 1.5 cm,
– a wall of face hollow blocks 25 cm,
– an air cavity – 2 cm,
– a wall of solid clay brick 12 cm,
– cement and lime plaster 1.5 cm,
The exterior oblique walls (at the roof) – 28 cm thick:
– cement and lime plaster 1.5 cm,
– a wall of solid clay brick 25 cm,
– cement and lime plaster 1.5 cm.
The roof above the dormer windows:
– cement and lime plaster 1.5 cm,
– chipboard and cement board 6 cm,
– rafters 14 cm,
– a well-ventilated air cavity,
– battens 3 cm,
– ceramic roof tiles.
The central heating and hot water supply system
The building is connected to the municipal heat distribution network (hard
coal). Inside the building, there is a c/h heat exchanger. Hot water is boiled in
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Junkers boilers located in each flat. The general technical state of the boilers is
average.
Windows
The old windows were replaced in all the building with three-chamber PVC
windows of Uf = 1.5 W/m2 K for the window frame; double glazed with Ug = 1.1
W/m2 K for the glazing.
Location of the building: Lębork (climatic zone I).

Analysis of the actual energy performance situation
The data collected during our on-site visit were entered into a computer
programme called ArCadia Thermo Pro 4.1.76 Edu. Having run the computations, values of the U factor [W/m2 K] for particular exterior partitions,
separating the regulated-temperature cubage from the external environment,
were achieved, such as U = 1.01 W/m2 K for the 42-cm-thick exterior walls,
U = 1.57 W/m2 K for the 30-cm-thick exterior walls of the staircases, U = 1.52
W/m2 K for the 35-cm-thick floor above the basement, U = 0.28 W/m2 K for the
47.5-cm-thick floor above the second floor (separating residential flats from the
unheated attic), U = 0.25 W/m2 K for the 35-cm-thick walls of residential flats
in the attic adjacent to the unheated attic, U = 1.01 W/m2 K for the 42-cm-thick
exterior walls in the dormer windows, U = 1.88 W/m2 K for the 28-cm-thick
exterior oblique walls(sides of the dormer windows), and U = 0.93 W/m2 K for
the ceiling (floor) above the dormer windows.
The calculations yielded the value of the consumed non-renewable primary
energy PE = 372.9 kWh/(m2 year) against the reference PE = 139.48 kWh/(m2
year).

Fig. 2. Value of the consumed, non-renewable primary energy for the analyzed building
Source: ArCadia Thermo PRO, educational version, Intersoft.

Below, the final energy value for the existing condition of the building is
specified alongside the quantities of fuels needed to supply the households with
heating and hot water, according to the reference norms.
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Table 2
Values of the final energy for the actual energy performance situation
Type of fuel – c/h

Share
%

ηH.tot

Hu

Unit

QK.H
[kWh/year]

Fuel
consumption B

Unit

Fuel – coal

100.0

0.63

7.70

kWh/kg

178 829.47

23 224.61

kg/year

Type of fuel – hot water

Share
%

ηW.tot

Hu

Unit

QK.W
[kWh/year]

Fuel
consumption B

Unit

Fuel – natural gas

100.0

0.36

9.97

kWh/m3

69 371.32

6 958.01

m3/year

Hu – heating value
Source: the authors, using ArCadia Thermo PRO, educational version, Intersoft.

In order to simulate the amounts of pollutants emitted to the environment
depending on the type of fuel used in the central heating and hot water
systems, an application of the programme ArCadia Thermo PRO, educational
version, called The Eco Effect, was used. From the input data, it helps to
calculate amounts of emitted airborne SO2, NOX, CO, CO2, ash, soot and
B-a-P. This kind of analysis is necessary when an investment project is audited
in order to apply for EU funds or for support from the Polish Environmental
Protection Fund. Calculations of the emission of pollutants rely on the
information and instructions published by the Ministry of the Environmental
Protection, Natural Resources and Forestry 1/96, titled Emission factors of
pollutants introduced to air from fuel combustion for energy generation. The
above indices also include auxiliary electric devices necessary to keep central
heating and hot water systems working.
Table 3
Parameters of the emission of pollutants in the existing state of the building – c/h and h/w
Parameters of the emission Unit
of pollutants – the c/h
kg/year
and h/w systems

SO2

NOx

445.9

32.1

CO

CO2

ASH

1 047.6 60 114.7 244.0

SOOT

B-a-P

8.1

0.3

Source: the authors, using ArCadia Thermo PRO, educational version, Intersoft.

Analysis of the energy performance after the thermal
insulation renovation
In order to improve the building’s energy performance, we tested simulated
refurbishment of thermal insulation of all partitions enveloping heated parts
of the building which at present do not fulfill the maximum value Umax
according to the 2008 Technical Conditions.
In our model, the exterior walls and the floor above the basement were
insulated with EPS70 Styrofoam boards, of the coefficient λ = 0.042 W/m K.
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The roof above the habitable part of the attic was insulated with a single layer
of rockwool, of the coefficient λ = 0,035 W/m K.
Exterior walls – 42 cm thick:
– cement and lime plaster 1.5 cm,
– a wall of face hollow block 25 cm,
– an air cavity 2 cm,
– a wall of ceramic solid brick 12 cm,
– cement and lime plaster 1,5 cm,
– EPS70 Styrofoam- 15cm.
The floor above the basement – 35 cm thick:
– Pinewood floor parquet on asphalt pitch 2.5 cm,
– Cement screed 4 cm,
– DSM floor system 27 cm,
– Cement and lime plaster 1.5 cm,
– EPS70 Styrofoam – 10 cm.
Exterior walls in the dormer windows – 42 cm thick:
– Cement and lime plaster 1.5 cm,
– A wall of face hollow blocks 25 cm,
– An air cavity – 2 cm,
– A wall of solid clay brick 12 cm,
– Cement and lime plaster 1.5 cm,
– EPS70 Styrofoam – 15 cm.
Exterior oblique walls (at the roof) – 28 cm thick:
– Cement and lime plaster 1.5 cm,
– A wall of solid clay brick 25 cm,
– Cement and lime plaster 1.5 cm,
– A wall of ceramic solid brick 25 cm,
– Cement and lime plaster 1.5 cm,
– EPS70 Styrofoam – 15 cm.
The roof above the dormer windows:
– Cement and lime plaster 1.5 cm,
– Chipboard and cement board 6 cm,
– Rafters 14 cm / roockwool 14 cm,
– Battens 3 cm,
– Ceramic roof tiles.
The modelled improvement of the partitions lowered the PE to
249.4 kWh/(m2 year), which means 33.12% savings relative to the analyzed
initial value. Unfortunately, it does not modify the PE value so as to meet the
requirements set in the 2008 Technical Conditions.
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Fig. 3. Value of non-renewable energy input for the analyzed building after the proposed renovation
of the thermal insulation of partitions
Source: ArCadia Thermo PRO, educational version, Intersoft.

Below, we present the final energy value of the building after the thermal
insulation renovation and the amounts of fuel needed to supply the building
with heat and hot water, according to the norms.
Table 4
Values of final energy for the building after thermal insulation renovation
Type of fuel – c/h

Share
%

ηH.tot

Hu

Unit

QK.H
[kWh/year]

Fuel
consumption B

Unit

Fuel – coal

100.0

0.63

7.70

kWh/kg

95 285.67

12 374.76

kg/year

Type of fuel – hot water

Share
%

ηW.tot

Hu

Unit

QK.W
[kWh/year]

Fuel
consumption B

Unit

Fuel – natural gas

100.0

0.36

9.97

kWh/m3

69 371.32

6 958.01

m3/year

Hu – heating value
Source: the authors, using ArCadia Thermo PRO, educational version, Intersoft.

Parameters of the emission of pollutants:
Table 5
Parameters of the emission of pollutants for the building after thermal insulation renovation – c/h
and h/w
Parameters of the emission Unit
of pollutants – the c/h
kg/year
and h/w systems

SO2

NOx

237.6

21.3

CO

CO2

ASH

559.4 38 415.0 130.0

SOOT

B-a-P

4.3

0.2

Source: the authors, using ArCadia Thermo PRO, educational version, Intersoft.

For comparison, the value of the final energy for the central heating system
(thermal insulation renovation modifies only this value) will decrease by
nearly 46.72% after the tested renovation. Fuel consumption will decrease by
46.72% relative to the initial value.
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Fig. 5. Values of a – final energy, b – fuel consumption: 1. before and 2. after thermal insulation
renovation
Source: the authors.

The modelled renovation of the building’s thermal insulation also reduced
the parameters of the emission of contamination. The change in presented in
Table 6.
Table 6
Per cent change in parameters of the emission of pollutants after the renovation of thermal insulation
– c/h and h/w
Change in parameters of the
emission of contamination
– c/h and h/w systems

Unit

SO2

NOx

CO

CO2

ASH

SOOT

B-a-P

[%]

46.71

33.64

46.60

36.10

130.0

46.72

33.33

Source: the authors, using ArCadia Thermo PRO, educational version, Intersoft.

Summary
The value of primary energy is an important source of information about
the energy performance of a building. If the factor of non-renewable energy
input is high, the user will know that the maintenance costs of the building are
high as well. A low value of the PEF tells us that a given building will be
inexpensive to maintain. Our analysis clearly demonstrates that improved
thermal insulation has a significant impact on the PEF. The analyzed building,
after renovation of its thermal insulation consisting in added insulation of the
exterior partitions, which separate the building’s space with the regulated
temperature and other unheated interior space from the outdoor climate,
considerably lowered the value of the PEF. As this factor corresponding to the
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non-renewable primary energy input decreases, so does the emission of
airborne pollutants.
However, the results of our analysis prove that renovation of thermal
insulation such as refurbished insulation of exterior partitions, which envelope
heated and unheated rooms inside a building from the external environment,
does not improve the building’s energy performance well enough to fulfill the
rigorous reference values given in the Regulation of the Minister for Infrastructure on technical conditions to be fulfilled by buildings and their orientation (Journal of Law2002 no 75 item 690 with further amendments). Thus, in
order to meet these requirements, a major refurbishment of the central
heating and hot water supply systems, which at present also generate high
losses, is needed.
Translated by JOLANTA IDŹKOWSKA
Accepted for print 15.10.2012
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Abstract
Airborne laser scanning technology delivers the result of the survey in the form of a point cloud.
In order to construct a digital terrain model, it is necessary to perform filtration, which consists in
separating data reflecting the relief features from the data reflecting situational details. In view of the
very large amount of data in the survey data set, as well as the time consumption and difficulty in
automatic filtration of the point cloud, it is possible to apply an optimization algorithm reducing the
size of the point cloud while deriving a digital terrain model. This study presents the stages of
compiling an airborne laser scanning point cloud using filtration and optimization. The filtration was
carried out using the adaptive TIN model and the method of robust moving surfaces, while
optimization was carried out with the application of an already existing algorithm to reduce the size
of the survey data set. The effect of reducing the size of the data set on the accuracy of the generated
DTM was tested and empirical and numerical tests have been performed.

Introduction
Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) is a survey technology used for quickly
gathering a set of coordinates concerning spatial field points of the surveyed
area. The most important parameters describing the data obtained from the
airborne laser scanning include: scan angle, flying height, scan rate and point
density (BRIESE, PFEIFER 2001). Very frequently, the point density obtained is
not adjusted for the needs of the planned compilations. We usually deal with
a very high (too high) number of points, therefore it is necessary to reduce it to
ensure effective, less labour-consuming and less time-consuming generation of
a digital terrain model (DTM) (BŁASZCZAK, KAMIŃSKI 2007, BŁASZCZAK-BĄK et
al. 2010b).
The method of deriving a DTM from the ALS point cloud consists of
a preliminary processing stage and a main processing stage. The preliminary
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processing stage consists of filtration (F), i.e. separating the data reflecting the
relief features from the data representing situational details, while the main
processing stage consists of DTM construction. In view of the fact that the
point cloud makes the so-called large set of data an optimization algorithm is
added to the methodology of DTM generation at the stage of preliminary
processing (BŁASZCZAK, KAMIŃSKI 2007, BŁASZCZAK-BĄK et al. 2010a). The
purpose of the optimization algorithm (O) is to reduce the size of the survey
data set before (O – F) or after (F – O) filtration.
A modified methodology of ALS point cloud compilation can be therefore
presented in the following diagram (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. A general scheme of the modified methodology for processing the ALS point cloud

The application of the O – F variant facilitates operation of the data
filtration algorithm, shortens filtration time and influences the effective i.e.
faster preparation of data for DTM construction without losing information
required for proper implementation of the task. On the other hand, the
application of the F – O variant makes it possible to reduce the data set
obtained after filtration, i.e. directly used for construction of a DTM (BŁASZCZAK-BĄK et al. 2010a, BŁASZCZAK-BĄK et al. 2011).
The study presents the stages of DTM compilation with the application of the
O – F variant, F – O variant and F variant for comparison. The optimization was
carried out with the use of an optimization algorithm. The algorithm uses the
Visvalingam – Whyatt (V – W) cartographic generalization method (VISVALINGAM,
WHYATT 1992). The filtration was carried out with the use of the adaptive TIN
(Triangular Irregular Network) model (AXELSSON 2000) and the method of robust
moving surfaces (ELMQVIST 2002, SHUT 1976, HUBER 1981). The effect of reducing
the size of the data set on the accuracy of the generated DTM was tested.

Optimization algorithm
The density of the ALS point cloud obtained is usually between a few and
a few dozen points per 1 m2 of the surveyed area. Such a data set makes the
stage of main processing more difficult. Construction of a DTM requires a set
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of data containing significant information about the area, while the points
which do not contribute any significant information for DTM generation are
unnecessary. Therefore, the point cloud can be reduced at the stage of
preliminary processing by applying an algorithm optimizing the size of the
survey result data set (BŁASZCZAK, KAMIŃSKI 2007, BŁASZCZAK-BĄK et al. 2010).
The optimization algorithm consists of the following stages:
– Defining survey strips in the XY plane, parallel to the Y axis.
– Selecting the method of cartographic generalization to reduce the size of
the survey data set.
– Application of the chosen generalization method in each strip (in the YZ
plane).
An important phase is the choice of the method in the survey strip, as well
as selection of appropriate tolerance ranges in the method. The choice of
tolerance ranges determines the degree of the ALS set reduction (number of
removed points).
The V – W generalization algorithm was selected in the study which creates
a generalized line of triangles from the nearest points. The surface of the
calculated areas of triangles is compared to the area of the tolerance triangle,
the size of which determines how many points are to be removed. The size of
the tolerance triangle area is established by the user on the basis of statistical
characteristics of the survey result data set. It is possible, for example, to
assume that its value equals the area of the equilateral triangle with a side
corresponding to a minimum distance between the points of the data set. If the
area of the triangle defined on the basis of the survey results exceeds the area
of the tolerance triangle, then the second point of the analysed triangle is
maintained, otherwise it is removed.

ALS point cloud filtration
The literature contains many reports of filtration methods. The filtration
methods presented in the literature are based, among others, on morphological
filters (ZHANG 2003, VOSSELMAN 2001), gradient methods (HYYPPÄ et al. 2002,
WACK, WIMMER 2002), modelling of active surfaces (ELMQVIST 2002), spline
interpolation (BROVELLI et al. 2002) or the adaptive TIN model method
(AXELSSON 2000).
The study applied two methods: an adaptive TIN model method and the
robust moving surfaces method.
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Adaptive TIN model method (ATIN)
The algorithm of the adaptive TIN model method is run iteratively and can
be presented in the following way (AXELSSON 2000, BŁASZCZAK-BAK et al.
2010a):
– creating a GRID (Regular Raster Grid) net on the basis of the ALS point
cloud, and selecting, in each mesh of the net, a point of the lowest altitude;
– carrying out triangulation of selected points (usually by Delauney’s
method);
– calculating, in each of the triangles obtained, the distances and angles
between points situated within its vertical projection, and on their basis, the
medians of the distances and medians of the angles;
– establishing new points belonging to the topographic area based on the
criteria assumed (i.e. values of calculated angles and distances lower than the
respective median);
– iterative return to the triangulation stage from selected points, until all
points have been checked or the established threshold value of the analysed
parameters is exceeded.

Robust moving surface (MS)
While carrying out filtration using the moving surface method, we can use
a polynomial of the first degree in the following form:
z(x, y) = a + bx + cy

(1)

where:
x, y, z are coordinates of points obtained from ALS survey, a, b, c are
polynomial coefficients. The present study applies a polynomial of the first
degree for analysis purposes, therefore, the equation of adjustments can be
written in the following form:
Vi = a + bxi + cyi – zi
where:
i = 1, 2,..., k (k is the number of observations in analyzing data set).

(2)

Equation (2) can also be written as:
ˆ –z
V = AX

(3)
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where:
ˆ = [â, b̂, ĉ]T is estimated polynomial
V = [V1, V2,..., Vk]T residuals vector, X
coefficients vector, z = [z1, z2,..., zk]T is a vector of heights of points obtained
from ALS, A is a matrix of coefficients.
Solving equation (3) with the least squares method, yields the estimated
parameters vector:
ˆ LS = (ATPA)–1ATPz
X

(4)

where:
1
, DPiP0 is
DPiP0
a distance between Pi and the point with interpolated height P0, i=1,...,k, k is
the number of points being processed. Estimated parameters can be derived by
means of robust estimation (HUBER 1981, KRAUS, PFEIFER 1998). In robust
estimation the weights of observations pi, which standardized residuals
¯ = Vi (where m = P–1 – A(ATPA)–1AT is mean error of residuum) are
V
√
i
Vi
mVi
outside of a certain range <–g; g> are damped by dampening function. In
presented research, the one sided form of weight function according to Huber’s
method is used (HUBER 1981). The function is written as:
P = Diag(p1,..., pk) diagonal weight matrix, in which, pi =

ì
ï 1
í g
wi(Vi) = ï
ï
sng(Vi)
ï
î V̄
i

¯ |≤g
when |V
i
¯ |>g
when |V
i

(5)

Calculations in robust estimation are carried out in an iterative process, in
which equivalent weights p̄i are determined from the following relation:
p̄i = pi wi (V̄i)

(6)

Polynomial parameters resistant to outliers (objects belonging to the area
coverage) are obtained by performing the following iterative procedure:
ˆ = (ATP̄l–1A)–1ATP̄l–1z
X

(7)
where:
P̄ = Diag(p̄1, p̄2,..., p̄l) is an equivalent weight matrix, (l = 1, 2,..., is the number
of iterations). Results obtained by the least squares method: X̂0 = X̂LS usually
provide a starting point for an iterative process.
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Practical tests
The modified methodology of ALS point cloud processing was applied to
reduce the number of observations in a point cloud from surveying a section of
Olsztyn. The tested large dataset comes from Visimind surveying system,
which comprises of Riegl LMS-Q240 laser, GPS Topcon, IMU, and digital
cameras. The laser scanning angle equaled 60 degrees, with a resolution of 10
000 Hz. The scan was made during a helicopter flight with the speed of around
50 km/h at the height of around 70 m. The subset of ALS data used for digital
tests contains 80589 points. Point density is about 25 points per 1 m2. The
subset is presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Perspective presentation the original ALS point cloud: a) points, b) TIN model

Variant O – F
The size of the presented data set was reduced by applying an optimization
algorithm. The optimization algorithm used the V – W method. During the
reduction, the assumed width of search belt was 2 m and the tolerance triangle
surface was 0.05 m2. The width of search belt has been establish on results of
earlier studies conducted with similar datasets. Area of tolerance triangle is an
area of equilateral triangle with side equals mean distance between points
from dataset (0,12 m). Point density after optimization is about 12 points per
1 m2. The optimized ALS data set is presented in Fig. 3.
The optimized ALS point cloud was then filtrated using the ATIN method
and the MS method. The ATIN method assumed that the size of the grid in
which the height of the lower value was searched was 10 m × 10 m. Triangulation of selected points was made by Delauney’s method in 84 iterations. In the
MS method, a 10 m × 10 m square was used for calculation purposes, while the
acceptable value of estimated adjustment was 3 m.
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Fig. 3. Perspective presentation the ALS data set after optimization

Results of processing with the use of variant O – F are presented in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. The optimized data set after ATIN model method filtration

Fig. 5. The optimized data subset after MS method filtration
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Variant F – O
The original point cloud has been subjected to filtration by ATIN method
and MS method. For filtration the same parameters as in variant O – F were
applied.
In ATIN method triangulation of selected points was made in 172 iterations. Filtered data sets are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

Fig. 6. The original data set after ATIN model method filtration

Fig. 7. The original data set after MS method filtration

Filtered data sets were optimized using V – W method. During the
reduction, the assumed width of search belt was 2 m and the tolerance triangle
surface was 0.05 m2 (as in O – F variant). Results are presented in Fig. 8 and
Fig. 9.
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Fig. 8. The data set after ATIN method filtration and after optimization

Fig. 9. The original data set after MS method filtration and after optimization

Analysis of results
The table below presents the number of points obtained after O – F variant
and F – O variant.
In the case of F – O variant the application of the optimization algorithm
has reduced the size of the data set after filtering by ATIN and MS to about
24%. The optimization was performed on the terrain points, which were
directly used for DTM generation. In the case of O – F variant optimization was
performed on the original (whole) data set (points showing the terrain and
points showing situational details) and the point cloud is reduced to about 46%.
Then the optimized sets were filtered by ATIN and MS method to obtain sets of
points showing the area with the number of 15 515 points and 17 447 points,
respectively.
Four data sets were obtained for such optimization and filtration parameters. For variant F – O there are very similar numbers of points (12 075
and 12 436 for ATIN and MS), while for variant O – F the number of points in
the collection varies by about two thousand points.
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Table 1
The number of points in data subsets
Variant F – O

Variant O – F

Total number of points in original ALS data set 80587
number of terrain points
in ALS data subset after
ATIN method filtration

48550

number of terrain points
in ALS data subset after
MS method filtration

49765

total number of points
in ALS data subset after
optimization

37080 Optimization

number of terrain points
in ALS data subset
12075
filtered by means of ATIN
method
after
optimization
Optimization

number of terrain points
in optimized ALS data
subset after ATIN
method filtration

15515

number of terrain points
in ALS data subset filtered
12436
by means of MS method
after optimization

number of terrain points
in optimized ALS data
subset after MS method
filtration

17447

Filtration

Filtration

DTM generation
Calculation results of two variants were used to generate DTMs.
The O – F variant generated DTMATIN O-F and DTMMS O-F and the F – O variant DTMATIN F-O and DTMMS F-O. To compare the DTMs generated from the
two datasets: O – F and F – O, there were also two DTMs generated from
dataset obtained by using standard methodology for ALS point cloud processing (called as F variant): DTMATIN F and DTMMS F. The DTM was generated by
the Kriging method (SLUITER 2008), assuming a grid mesh of 1 m. DTMs
generated are presented in Fig. 10, Fig. 11, Fig. 12, Fig. 13, Fig. 14 and Fig. 15.

Fig. 10. DTMATIN O-F

Fig. 11. DTMMS O-F
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Fig. 12. DTMATIN F-O

Fig. 13. DTMMS F-O

Fig. 14. DTMATIN F

Fig. 15. DTMMS F
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The generated DTMs represent the same area preserving the general
character of the terrain. However, they differ in the level of detail. DTMATIN
has a more smoothed form when compared to DTMMS, which was affected by
the number of points in the filtrated data sets.

Assessment of DTM accuracy
Generated DTMs were subject to statistical comparison. The following
parameters were used for DTM comparison (OKSANEN, SARJAKOSKI 2005,
HEJMANOWSKA et al. 2008):
a) mean error:
m0 =

√

Σ(zmean – zi)2
k–1

(8)

where:
zmean is a mean height calculated from heights of both DTMs, zi (i=1,2,..., k) are
heights of the point assumed for creating DTM, k is the size of the subset used
for DTM construction,
b) range R = zmax – zmin, where zmax is the maximum height and zmin is the
minimum height,
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c) mean value of height difference:
Δhmean =

Σki=1(τ )
k

(9)

where:
τ = τ1, τ2, τ3 or τ4
τ1 = ZDTMATIN O-F – ZDTMATIN F, τ2 = ZDTMATIN F-O – ZDTMATIN F,
τ3 = ZDTMMS O-F – ZDTMMS F, τ4 = ZDTMMS F-O – ZDTMMS F
d) root-mean-square error (RMSE), which describes the absolute altitude
accuracy of DTM:
RMSE =

√

Σki=1(ρ)2
k

(10)

where:
ρ = ρ1, ρ2, ρ3 or ρ4
ρ1 = τ1 – Δhmean, ρ2 = τ2 – Δhmean, ρ3 = τ3 – Δhmean, ρ4 = τ4 – Δhmean
e) coefficient of determination, which is the measure of model adjustment (the
closer to 1, the better the match of the model to another model):

D21 =

Σki=1(ZDTMATIN O-F – Zmean)2
Σki=1(ZDTMATIN F-O – Zmean)2
and D22 = k
k
2
Σ i=1(ZDTMATIN F – Zmean)
Σ i=1(ZDTMATIN F – Zmean)2
(11)

Σki=1(ZDTMMS O-F – Zmean)2
Σki=1(ZDTMMS F-O – Zmean)2
and D24 = k
D23 = k
2
Σ i=1(ZDTMMS F – Zmean)
Σ i=1(ZDTMMS F – Zmean)2

The results of received parameters for all variants are presented in Table 2:
Table 2
The parameters values for all variants
Parameters

DTMATIN O-F

DTMATIN F-O

DTMATIN F

DTMMS O-F

DTMMS F-O

DTMMS F

m0

3.64 m

3.65 m

3.63 m

3.71 m

3.75 m

3.70 m

R

18.09 m

18.10 m

18.02 m

18.18 m

18.20 m

18.15 m

Δhmean

0.05 m

0.05 m

–

0.05 m

0.05 m

–

RMSE

0.04 m

0.03 m

–

0.05 m

0.04 m

–

D2

1.01

0.99

–

0.97

0.98

–

Parameters calculated for the purpose of assessing the accuracy of the
DTM obtained reveal a similar character. The mean error is higher for DTMMS,
which is influenced by a range which is also higher in case of this surface. The
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RMSE error has a very similar value in the case of all surfaces. On the other
hand, the determination coefficient calculated indicates that the surfaces are
well matched.

Conclusion
In this paper the effect of reducing the size of the data set on the accuracy of
the generated DTM was tested. The presented research proposes a modified
methodology of analysing the ALS point cloud in variant O – F and variant
F – O. Filtration in both variants was executed with the application of the
ATIN method and MS method. Optimization was made by using the
V – W method. From the data sets after optimization and filtration four DTMs
were generated: DTMATIN O-F, DTMATIN F-O and DTMMS O-F, DTMMS F-O. To
compare the DTMs generated from the variants: O – F and F – O, there were
also two DTMs generated from dataset obtained by using standard methodology for ALS point cloud processing: DTMATIN F and DTMMS F. On the basis of
the analyses presented above, the following conclusions are:
a) parameters for assessing the accuracy of the generated DTM are similar,
b) optimization does not adversely affect the accuracy of the generated DTM,
c) optimization reduces the number of points of an ALS point cloud and
streamlines the methodology of processing a set of measurement for generating DTM,
d) generated DTMs exhibit a similar nature terrain.
Detailed findings can be summarized as follows:
a) mean error for DTMs generated from data sets filtrated with MS
method is larger than mean error for DTMs generated from data set filtrated
with ATIN method,
b) mean error for DTMs generated from data sets which were subjects only
to filtration (ATIN and MS method) is smallest because the range was
smallest,
c) mean value of the height difference is the same for all generated DTMs,
d) RMSE is the smallest for DTMATIN F-O, in comparison to other DTMs’
errors the difference is not larger than 1 cm,
e) coefficient of determination is the best for DTMATIN F-O and DTMATIN O-F
and the worst for DTMMS F-O.
Studies conducted for two variants F – O and O – F show that optimization
can be applied during ALS point cloud processing. It does not disturb DTM
generation, has an impact on the time of data processing, because smaller
dataset means shorter time of processing.
Translated by ANNA SOBIERAJ
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Abstract
This work presents the approach which combines Lindenmayer’s grammar and Bajerowski’s
method for finding the optimum usage of a land. Purpose of this approach was to build quick method,
which can simplify using of cartographic method and includes algorithm based on natural growth.
Result of proposed method is a computer program, which supports decision-making process of
analyzing usage of a land. The approach gives possibility of starting from any point from a map and
finishing in any derivation step. Therefore user can generate many findings quickly, especially in the
form of a map, and compare them. It is also possible to find expansion of specified function of a land.
Content of the paper is presented below. First, we discuss context-free parametric L-system.
Subsequently we outline the Bajerowski’s method. Next we present our approach with adaptation of
Bajerowski’s proposal and with our description of proposed L-system. We give also example of using
our approach with some explanation. Eventually, we presented advantages of our system and possible
future developments.

Introduction
Initially, an L-system was designed to simulate growth of plants. Then,
because of its usefulness, it was applied to many other problems such as
growth of other biological organisms, creating the landscape, drawing fractals
and even for composing the music. We adapted L-system’s evolution mechanism to finding an optimum usage of a land, which is very vital in evaluation of
land’s value. The result is a computer program, in which user can choose
purpose of a land and initial parameters. Subsequently, after a chosen number
of iterations user receives an output as a map with charted fields and sequence
of productions. It allows interpreting output in two ways and using the map in
further analysis.
In our system was have used Bajerowski’s (BAJEROWSKI 1996, 2003,
Podstawy teoretyczne gospodarki... 2003) proposal for estimating the optimum
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usage of a land. His idea is about reading features from a cartographic map and
then calculating the value for each basic field. Next step is interpretation of the
value for every single field as an optimal or not optimal for specified purpose.
This allows urban and spatial experts to make decision whether the land
should have another purpose. Another purpose can change the value of a land;
therefore it is very important to estimate its profitability.

Lindenmayer’s grammar and Bajerowski’s method
An L-system is a parallel rewriting system. We present basic definition. The
definition with some developments can be found in works (PEITGEN et al. 1992,
PRUSINKIEWICZ et al. 1995, PRUSINKIEWICZ, LINDENMAYER 1996,). The rewriting process starts from an axiom – initial module. Then it is replaced by
configurations of modules taken from set of rewriting rules. Every individual
module, which is replaced in an interaction, is called parent or mother or
predecessor. A module, which replaces ancestor’s module, is called child or
daughter or successor. In the rewriting process mother module is replaced with
the daughter module.
Let us denote:
– a module with letter A ∈ V and parameters a1, a2, ..., an as by A(a1, a2, ..., an),
– M = V × ℜ* as a set of modules, where ℜ* is the set of all finite sequences of
parameters,
– M* = (V × ℜ*)* as a set of all strings of modules,
– M+ = (V × ℜ*)+ as a set of all nonempty strings,
– C(Σ) as a logical expression with parameters from Σ,
– E(Σ) as an arithmetic expression with parameters from Σ.
Therefore, a parametric context-free L-system can be defined as an ordered
quadruple.
G = 〈V, Σ ω, P〉
where:
V – the alphabet of the system,
Σ – the set of formal parameters,
ω ∈ (V × ℜ*)+ – a nonempty parametric word called the axiom,
P ⊂ (V × Σ*) × C(Σ) × (V × E(Σ))* – a finite set of production.
Productions in this system have format:
Predecessor: condition → successor.

(1)
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Every land has the one optimum usage, which can be achieved by redevelopment. The redevelopment must be done with minimal costs of it.
Therefore Bajerowski (BAJEROWSKI 1996, 2003, Podstawy teoretyczne gospodarki... 2003) proposed a cartographic method as tool for redevelopment. We
have adapted it to L-grammar; therefore we outline the method of finding the
optimum usage of a land. The method assumes that we can read features from
a map. We can use topographical map and map of land’s sorts.
This method can be described in 4 steps:
1. We must put a square grid on a map with a mesh of a chosen size.
2. We must read features from an every single field and put them into the
inventory matrix. We use “0” to denote that specified feature does not exist in
basic field and “1” otherwise.
3. We must derive optimal function of a land by multiplying transposed
matrix of features which can optimize usage of a land by the inventory matrix.
Therefore we arrive at the matrix of optimal function of a land.
4. Interpretation of data from step 3 for optimum usage of a land.
Matrices in cartographic method are described as follows:
– The inventory matrix consists of “0” and “1” and their length and width
corresponds to length and width of square grid, put on a map.
– The matrix of features for optimum functions of a land, further called the
matrix of features consists of names of features, functions of terrain and
parameters, which indicates usefulness of a feature for specified function.
Values of parameters used in this matrix were specified by land value experts.
– The matrix of optimal function of a land consists of values which are
group as less than or equal to zero or greater than zero. First group indicates
squares not accepted for specified function and second group indicates squares
which are optimal for specified function.
In original method all processes was done manually. Square grid was put on
the whole analyzed area and therefore there were two approaches to using
Bajerowski’s method. First approaches used all squares in specified grid and
second one used fields chosen by Monte Carlo method. Values, read from the
map, were put to the inventory matrix and after that was calculated multiplication of matrices. The last step demanded user’s interpretation of values, and
eventually putting the outputs on a new map.

Optimum usage of a land with Lindemayer’s grammar
and Bajerowski’s method
We use all steps from Bajerowski’s method but with some changes
(ŻUKOWSKA 2008). In our methods this steps can be described as follows:
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1. We must put a square grid on a map with a mesh of a chosen size. Done
manually or automatically if we have digital map.
2. We must read features from an every single field and put them into the
inventory matrix. We arrange these features into groups therefore we use
specified values for the specified feature. We accept “0” as a value, which
indicates that the feature does not exist in analyzed square. Our inventory
matrices are placed in proposed computer program, therefore this step is done
half automatically.
3. We must derive optimal function of a land. We still use multiplication of
transposed matrix of features which can optimize usage of a land by the
inventory matrix, but we use it only for squares chosen by Lindenmayer’s
grammar.
4. Interpretation of data from step 3 for optimum usage of a land is done
automatically in every rewriting of L-system and outputs are presented in
a table and a map.
In our system we arrange features from the matrix of features into the
followings groups:
1. Water – w,
2. Greenery – z,
3. Structure of terrain – s,
4. Another terrains – i,
5. Roads and infrastructure – dr,
6. Exposure – k,
7. Slopes – p,
8. Kind of a land – u.
Every group has feature with their values. These are:
1. Water: shorelines of a lake – 1, rivers and brooks – 2, canals and ditches – 3,
bog and marshland – 4, little standing water – 5, sources – 6, marshy lands
– 13.
2. Greenery: border of forests – 7, row of trees – 8, group of trees, groves – 9,
single trees – 10, bushes, shrubs, hedges – 11, thickets, bush clump – 12.
3. Structure of terrain: gorges, ravines – 14, bluffs, embankments, excavations
– 15, sand – 16, Rocks and boulders – 16.
4. Another terrains: devastated land -18, industrial land – 19, buildings – 20,
ruins – 21, cemetery and burial ground – 29, protected area – 30, natural
monuments – 31, historical monuments – 32.
5. Roads and infrastructure: power lines – 22, railway – 23, tarmac road – 24,
track – 25, lane – 26, footpath – 27, fence – 28.
6. Exposure: north – 33, north-east – 34, east – 35, south-east – 36, south – 37,
south-west – 38, west 39, north-west – 40.
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7. Slopes: 0–3% slope – 41, 3–6% slope – 42, 6–10% slope – 43, 10–15% slope
– 44, 15–25% slope – 45, 25–35% slope – 46, above 35% slope – 47.
8. Kind of a land: meadow I–III class – 48, meadow IV – V class – 49, meadow
VI class – 50, pasture I–III class – 51, pasture IV–V class – 52, pasture
VI–VIz class – 53, arable Land I–IIIb class – 54, arable land Iva–V class – 55,
arable land VI–Viz class – 56.
In our computer system, we used context-free parametric L-system. Our
system is defined as follows:
G = 〈V, Σ ω, P〉

(2)

where:
V – as the alphabet of the system, consists of numbers 0...9, letters – A...Z,
a...z,
Σ – the set of formal parameters, consist of parameters: v, w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u,
nr.x, nr.y, f, d, licz,
ω ∈ (V × ℜ*)+ – is a nonempty parametric word called the axiom chosen by
a user,,
P ⊂ (V × Σ*) × C(Σ) × (V × E(Σ))* – is a finite set of production.
Below are described all used parameters,
v – variable where the total sum of values is stored;
w – variable where the value from water group is stored;
z – variable where the value from greenery group is stored;
s – variable where the value from structure of a terrain group is stored;
dr – variable where the value from roads and technical infrastructure group is
stored;
i – variable where the value from another terrains group is stored;
k – variable where the value from exposure group is stored;
p – variable where the value from slopes group is stored;
u – variable where the value from kind of land group is stored;
Parameters which assume an integer value dependent on a size of a map
and mesh: nr.x nr.y – variable where the coordinates of a specified basic field
are stored, respectively x and y.
f – variable where the purpose of a land is stored. Possible values are: 1agricultural – arable land, 2 – agricultural – pasture, 3 – agricultural
– meadow, 4 – forestry – productive, 5 – forestry – ecological, 6 – recreational – individual recreation, 7 – recreational – collective recreation,
8 – recreational without legal possibility of building development,
9 – B – housing estate areas, 10 – P – industrial infrastructure.
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d

– variable where randomly chosen direction to the next square is stored,
Here possible variables are: dn = 0 (north), ds = 1 (south), dw = 2 (west),
de = 3 (east), dne = 4 (north-east), dnw = 5 (north-west), dse = 6; (south-east),
dsw = 7 (south-west).
licz – boolean variable where information is stored whether the total sum
was calculated for the square (true = 1) or not (false = 0).
ω as an axiom, is a single basic square chosen by a user.
In the proposed system, every single square is stored as an object with all
operations done on it.
There is one important function, which prints squares with its parameters
as follows:
SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d,f,v,w,z,s,dr,i,k,p,u)

(3)

where:
SQ means square and other symbols are described above.
There are a few groups of productions in our system. The First group
consist of productions which determine direction of a new square. The second
group consists of productions which calculate optimal usage of a land. The
third group consist of productions calculates value v for a specified function of
terrain.
Productions from the first group are as follows:
1. SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u) : d=0
→SQ([nr.x -1,nr.y], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u),
2. SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u) : d=1
→SQ([nr.x +1,nr.y], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u),
3. SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u) : d=2
→ SQ([nr.x,nr.y-1], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u),
4. SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u) : d=3
→ SQ([nr.x,nr.y+1], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u),
5. SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u) : d=4
→SQ([nr.x-1,nr.y+1], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u),
6. SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u) : d=5
→SQ([nr.x-1,nr.y-1], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u),
7. SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u) : d=6
→SQ([nr.x-1,nr.y+1], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u).
Productions from the second group are as follows (vv is a parameter, which
is used to denote usefulness of o square):
8. SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u) :v>0 ∧ licz=1 →
SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u) :vv=’X’
This means “denote square as optimal for function f”.
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9. SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u) : v<=0 ∧ licz=1 →
SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u) :vv=’0’
This means “denote square as not optimal for function f”.
10. SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u) :v=0 ∧ licz=0 →
SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u) :vv=’+’
This means “count the value v using the productions from third group”.
Third group of productions are too long for this paper therefore we present
only first ten of productions for agricultural function – arable land. These are:
11. SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, R, u) :f=1 ∧ w=1 ∧ licz=0 →
SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v-5,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u)
12. SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v,w, z, s, dr, i, k, R, u) :f=1 ∧ w=2 ∧ licz=0 →
SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v-5,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u)
13. SQ(nr, d, f, v,w, z, s, i, dr, k, R, u) :f=1 ∧ w=3 ∧ licz=0 →
SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v-1,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u)
14. SQ(nr, d, f, v,w, z, s, i, dr, k, R, u) :f=1 ∧ w=4 ∧ licz=0 →
SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v-1,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u)
15. SQ(nr, d, f, v,w, z, s, i, dr, k, R, u) :f=1 ∧ w=5 ∧ licz=0 →
SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v-3,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u)
16. SQ(nr, d, f, v,w, z, s, i, dr, k, R, u) :f=1 ∧ w=6 ∧ licz=0 →
SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v-5,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u)
17. SQ(nr, d, f, v,w, z, s, i, dr, k, R, u) :f=1 ∧ w=13 ∧ licz=0 →
SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v-1,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u)
18. SQ(nr, d, f, v,w, z, s, i, dr, k, R, u) :f=1 ∧ z=7 ∧ licz=0 →
SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v-5,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u)
19. SQ(nr, d, f, v,w, z, s, i, dr, k, R, u) :f=1 ∧ z=8 ∧ licz=0 →
SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v-3,w, z, s, dr, i, k,p, u)
20. SQ(nr, d, f, v,w, z, s, i, dr, k, R, u) :f=1 ∧ z=9 ∧ licz=0 →
SQ([nr.x,nr.y], d, f, v-3,w, z, s, dr, i, k, p, u)
In our computer program, every single square is represented as an object,
which is stored in a dynamic array of objects. Initially, program initiates the
specified axiom in the dynamic array. Constructor creates this object using
coordinates, randomizing direction for the next square, using chosen function,
reading values for certain variables from inventory matrix and marking the
counting flag on “0” value (because the firs iteration does not count the total
value). Next few steps are repeated in every iteration:
– one function searches every object in the dynamic array and calculates
value v if licz=0, and after calculating it sets licz for 1,
– another functions searches dynamic array and make new objects using
the direction written in the parameter d (it is counted accordingly to coordinates of checked square) it also checks whether the new square exists in the
dynamic array, if it exists there is no initiations of this square again,
– function for printing the output; put the new production on the screen.
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To make a new iteration user must push the button; therefore user decides
how much iteration will be made.
The method for calculating the value v uses the matrix of features, which is
constant in the program. It initiates indices for the matrix of features using the
function (indicates a column in the matrix) and value from every parameter
(indicates a row in the matrix). Using the indices, method reads values from
the matrix of features and sums the values and store the result in the
parameter v.

Example of using our system
Using the computer program we must follow the 4 steps:
1. Preparing data such as maps (scanning) and then inventorying features
from a map and write them to the computer program. In our example it is
fragment of the topographical map of Olsztyn and its outskirts. Single square
has side of 500 meters, therefore its area is 250000 square meters=25 hectares
which is between 4 and 30 hectares for village or district as suggested in
literature (SENETRA, CIEŚLAK 2004).
2. Choosing coordinates of an initial square (axiom) and the number of
appropriate functions of the terrain. In our example these are: coordinates
– [4,4] and function – 1, that is agricultural – arable land.
3. Making certain iterations. In our example it is five.
4. Visualize the output. We have three forms of output: sequences of
squares, tables and map, which visualize the same results in a different way.
After putting the grid on a map we make the inventory of all features,
which can be read from a map, and write them into inventory matrices . Then
we chose axiom.
The chosen axiom is : SQ([4,4],5,1,0,2,10,0,24,20,36,42,0)
Values from inventory matrices are represented in table 1.
Table 1
Inventory Matrices
w – water

z – greenery

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

0

0

2

2

0

0

5

0

1

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

2

5

2

2

5

0

0

1

1

2

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

3

2

0

2

2

5

4

1

1

3

0

7

7

7

10

10

7

7

4

0

5

5

2

2

2

5

1

4

0

7

7

10

10

12

7

7

5

5

0

2

5

0

0

0

1

5

7

7

10

10

10

10

10

10

6

5

4

4

2

2

2

1

1

6

7

10

10

10

10

10

0

10

7

5

4

4

5

2

2

1

0

7

7

7

9

10

7

8

12

0

8

0

4

2

2

2

4

1

1

8

7

12

7

7

7

7

12

12
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cont. table 1
s – structure of a terrain
1

2

3

4

dr – roads and technical infrastructure
5

6

7

8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

0

0

15

15

14

14

0

0

1

26

23

26

26

26

26

26

26

2

0

14

14

0

15

0

15

0

2

23

26

26

24

24

26

26

24

3

14

15

15

0

0

0

15

0

3

24

24

24

28

24

26

26

26

4

0

0

15

0

15

0

15

15

4

24

27

26

24

24

23

23

25

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

15

15

5

26

26

0

25

24

24

24

23
24

6

0

0

0

0

15

14

15

15

6

25

25

25

25

24

26

24

7

0

0

0

0

15

14

15

0

7

26

26

26

25

25

26

26

0

8

0

0

15

15

0

15

15

15

8

26

26

25

25

26

26

26

0

i – another terrains

k – exposure

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

0

0

0

20

20

0

0

0

1

35

35

36

35

33

33

34

36

2

20

20

0

0

20

20

20

0

2

34

37

40

36

40

34

35

37

3

0

20

20

20

20

20

20

0

3

34

33

34

35

38

36

34

33

4

0

0

20

20

20

20

20

0

4

40

39

40

36

38

38

35

35

5

20

20

0

20

0

20

20

20

5

35

33

40

40

34

37

37

35
35

6

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

6

40

34

40

40

35

36

36

7

20

20

0

20

20

20

0

0

7

38

37

36

36

37

37

39

0

8

20

0

0

20

0

0

0

20

8

38

37

36

36

35

34

35

34

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

0

0

42

42

0

0

45

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

45

42

42

45

0

0

41

41

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

42

0

42

42

45

44

41

41

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

45

45

42

42

42

45

41

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

45

0

42

45

0

0

0

41

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

45

44

44

42

42

42

41

41

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

45

44

44

45

42

42

44

0

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

0

44

42

42

42

44

41

41

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

p – slopes

u – kind of land

We chose function agricultural – arable land and we arrive at sequences,
which are presented below.
After first rewriting:
SQ([4,4],4,1,8,2,10,0,24,20,36,42,0)
SQ([3,4],4,1,0,2,7,0,28,20,35,42,0)
After second rewriting:
SQ([4,4],4,1,8,2,10,0,24,20,36,42,0)
SQ([3,4],2,1,4,2,7,0,28,20,35,42,0)
SQ([3,5],6,1,0,5,10,0,24,20,38,45,0)
SQ([2,5],5,1,0,0,7,15,24,20,40,0,0)
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After third rewriting:
SQ([4,4],5,1,8,2,10,0,24,20,36,42,0)
SQ([3,5],0,1,-9,5,10,0,24,20,38,45,0)
SQ([3,3],6,1,0,2,7,15,24,20,34,42,0)
SQ([1,4],2,1,0,2,7,15,26,20,35,42,0)
After fourth rewriting:
SQ([4,4],2,1,8,2,10,0,24,20,36,42,0)
SQ([3,5],1,1,-9,5,10,0,24,20,38,45,0)
SQ([3,3],3,1,-3,2,7,15,24,20,34,42,0)
SQ([1,4],7,1,20,2,7,15,26,20,35,42,0)
SQ([5,6],1,1,0,0,10,0,24,20,37,0,0)
After fifth rewriting:
SQ([4,4],1,1,8,2,10,0,24,20,36,42,0)
SQ([3,5],2,1,-9,5,10,0,24,20,38,45,0)
SQ([3,3],6,1,-3,2,7,15,24,20,34,42,0)
SQ([1,4],5,1,20,2,7,15,26,20,35,42,0)
SQ([5,6],1,1,-4,0,10,0,24,20,37,0,0)
SQ([4,3],2,1,0,5,7,15,26,20,40,45,0)
SQ([3,6],2,1,0,4,10,0,26,20,36,44,0)
SQ([6,6],4,1,0,2,10,14,26,20,36,42,0)

SQ([3,4],2,1,4,2,7,0,28,20,35,42,0)
SQ([2,5],0,1,-13,0,7,15,24,20,40,0,0)
SQ([4,6],1,1,0,2,12,0,23,20,38,42,0)

SQ([3,4],7,1,4,2,7,0,28,20,35,42,0)
SQ([2,5],6,1,-13,0,7,15,24,20,40,0,0)
SQ([4,6],2,1,6,2,12,0,23,20,38,42,0)
SQ([1,5],0,1,0,0,7,14,26,20,33,0,0)
SQ([1,3],3,1,0,2,7,15,26,0,36,42,0)
SQ([3,4],0,1,4,2,7,0,28,20,35,42,0)
SQ([2,5],4,1,-13,0,7,15,24,20,40,0,0)
SQ([4,6],6,1,6,2,12,0,23,20,38,42,0)
SQ([1,5],6,1,5,0,7,14,26,20,33,0,0)
SQ([1,3],2,1,22,2,7,15,26,0,36,42,0)
SQ([4,5],4,1,0,2,10,15,24,20,38,42,0)
SQ([2,3],1,1,0,2,7,14,26,0,40,42,0)

In Figure 1, are presented output in table, where: + – denotes square as
optimal for specified function, 0 – denotes square as non optimal for specified
function and X – denotes square, for which value v will be calculated in next
iteration.
Figure 2 presents the map with results after 5 iterations. Chequered
squares indicate fields, which are optimal for agricultural function – arable
land. Those squares are located near the road and buildings, which is convenient for this function of land. It is because all special machines used in
agriculture can be easily moved from garages to arable lands and crops can be
quickly transported to silos or to other parts of the region.
In the Figure 2 squares with big cross indicate area which is not optimal for
arable land. In this example most of these squares are located in the forest. The
forest is not convenient to arable land, because it demands a lot of additional
work of preparing soil. This work increases costs of redevelopment, which
should be as little as possible. Therefore that land is not optimal for arable
land.
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Fig. 1. Output of (a) first, (b) second, (c) third, (d) fourth and (e) fifth rewriting

Fig. 2. Output of fifth rewriting in the map of Olsztyn, side of a single square corresponds
to 500 meters
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Conclusions
The presented approach uses Bajerowski’s method of finding the optimum
usage of a land and Lindenmayer’s grammar. The approach was programmed
in Delphi 6.0 as a computer program. This facilitates and quickens the whole
process of finding the optimum usage of a land instead of doing the whole
process manually.
Moreover, computer program generates the output very quickly whereas
with classic approach we have drawn the output results on a map. With our
solution we can generate the results even after every rewriting.
In classic method we should calculates all values and we should also decide
which value indicates squares which are optimal or not optimal for specified
function. In our proposition it is done automatically.
Being done manually, cartographic method can only use a small number of
squares. This means using this method for a small area or chose some squares
from the whole area. Our approach solves the problem of squares in a different
way. User must choose first square, which is an axiom, and the other squares
are chosen by the algorithm. In every rewriting process there are some new
squares added. We can continue the process till we have the whole area covered
but we can stop in every moment. This means that we decide how long the
algorithm will work. This solution shows also the possible expansion of
specified function of terrain. This point was not considered in discussed
method.
Our computer program can be included in GIS as an innovative tool, which
uses simulation of natural growth in the contrast of deterministic tools.
Our approach has many advantages but it can be also developed. Today we
use digital maps therefore it is possible to add a new feature to our program.
The feature could allow automatisation of reading map and generating the
inventory matrix. The program was intended for people responsible for land
planning or land management therefore it is possible to add features of
decision making.
Further developments can also consist of elements from genetic programming, which describe the simulation process more precisely.
Translated by AUTHOR
Accepted for print 18.10.2012
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Abstract
Image categorization is one of the fundamental tasks in computer vision, it has wide application
in methods of artificial intelligence, robotic vision and many others. There are a lot of difficulties in
computer vision to overcome, one of them appears during image recognition and classification. The
difficulty arises from an image variance, which may be caused by scaling, rotation, changes in
a perspective, illumination levels, or partial occlusions. Due to these reasons, the main task is to
represent represent images in such way that would allow recognizing them even if they have been
modified.
Bag of Visual Words (BoVW) approach, which allows for describing local characteristic features
of images, has recently gained much attention in the computer vision community. In this article we
have presented the results of image classification with the use of BoVW and k – Nearest Neighbor
classifier with different kinds of metrics and similarity measures. Additionally, the results of k – NN
classification are compared with the ones obtained from a Support Vector Machine classifier.

Introduction
One of the most popular supervised classification methods is based on the
searching k – Nearest Neighbors (k – NN) objects using a fixed similarity
measure or metric. In the classification by means of k – NN method, the main
problem is to identify the best method for computing a similarity between
objects, and to find an optimal value of neighbors k. It is necessary to identify
a measure which works best, but it is obvious that for different data the best
method could differ.
In this article we have investigated the problem of selecting a proper
measure and k parameter, in the domain of images represented by means of
Bag of Visual Words (BoVW).
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Our methodology involves using SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature Transform) (LOWE 2004) feature extractor to obtain the collection of keypoints
from the considered images. Successively, k-means clustering method is used
for quantizing the keypoints into visual words (dictionary construction),
which allows us to represent the images by means of the frequencies of visual
words which are present in the image.
In the classification process we use different kinds of metrics and similarity measures. We use the Chisquare metric, Euclidean, Canberra, Manhattan, Normalized, Chebyshev distance and modifications of similarity
measures like Cosine measure or the Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient (see DEZA E., DEZA M. 2009). Our results are evaluated by Leave
One Out (LOO) method and compared with the results of our recent
experiments obtained by applying different kernel functions in Support
Vector Machine classifier (GÓRECKI et al. 2012c).
As concerning image representation, BoVW is employed, which is well
known in generic visual categorization (CSURKA et al. 2004, DESELAERS et al.
2008, HERBRICH et al. 2000) and subcategorization (GÓRECKI et al. 2012b). In
particular, an image is represented using frequencies of distinctive image
patches (visual words), obtained in a two-step process. In the first step,
a keypoint detector is employed to identify local interest points in a dataset of
different images. Successively, the keypoints are quantized into visual words,
so that one visual word corresponds to a number of visually similar keypoints.
In most cases, K-means clustering is used to carry out the quantization, so
that each centroid represents a visual word, and a set of visual words is called
a “visual dictionary”. By counting visual words in the particular image,
a feature vector encoding frequencies of visual words is obtained. Given the
feature vector, an image can be further classified into a predefined set of
categories using supervised machine learning algorithm, such as k-NN or
SVM.

Methodology
There are two issues of BoVW image categorization. The first one is the
choice of keypoint detector/descriptor. There were many descriptors proposed
in the literature, such as SIFT (LEWIS 1998), SURF (BAY et al. 2006), and more
recently BRISK (LEUTENEGGER et al. 2011) and FREAK (ALAHI et al. 2012).
Their common feature is robustness to changes in image rotation, scale,
perspective and illumination. A comprehensive survey of keypoint detectors
can be found in (MAK et al. 2008, THORSTEN et al. 1998). Another important
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aspect is the choice of the classifier. In this paper SIFT detector and k – NN
classifier were chosen.
Our process of image categorization consists of typical steps (CSURKA et al.
2004):
1. Identification of image keypoints – SIFT keypoints were detected for all
images in the dataset.
2. Building the visual dictionary – all keypoints identified in the previous
step were clustered into K visual words using – K means algorithm. During the
experimental session we use different dictionaries.
3. Building the image representation – for each image, the keypoints are
mapped to the most similar visual words and then the image feature vector
v = (v1,...,vK) is obtained, where vi encodes the frequency of the i-th visual
word.
4. Classification – we use the k – NN classifier, and LOO method to
evaluate the effectiveness of the classification, the details are in the classification section.

Data
In our experiments we have clustered the keypoints into different numbers
of visual words. In any case, the empty clusters are discarded, therefore the
number of obtained visual words (attributes) could be smaller than number of
clusters considered originally. Our datasets contain the following number of
conditional attributes (visual words): 50, 100, 250, 499, 983, 2442, 4736, where
the original number of considered visual words are 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000,
2500, 5000.

Fig. 1. An exemplary shoes from five distinctive classes of examined dataset
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Fig. 2. An exemplary set of key points

Classification
In this article we use a classic way of classification based on k – NN
methodology. We search for neighbors of the test objects in the whole dataset,
and the major class is assigned to the test object, where ties are resolved
hierarchically. Having obtained all training objects {yi}, we classified the test
object x in the following way:
(i) We have computed the distance between objects based on the chosen
similarity measure or metric, that is g(x, yi), where g is metric (d) or similarity
measure (p).
(ii) For the fixed test object, we have chosen k nearest training objects.
(iii) The most numerous class assigns the decision to the test object. In the
case of draws, we have chosen last conflicted class.

Similarity measures and metrics
It is really important to identify the metric or similarity measure which
works best for the considered data. For our k – NN classifier we get distance
between objects according to the following functions:
The first one d : X x X → [0, ∞) fulfills conditions,
(i) d (x, y) = 0 ⇔ x = y
(ii) d (x, y) = d (y, x)
(iii) d (x, y) ≤ d (x, z) + d (z, y)
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which define a metric, and the second one p : X x X → [0, 1]
(i) p(x, y) = 1 ⇔ x = y
(ii) p(x, y) = p(y, x)
(iii) p(x, y) ∈ [0, 1]
is a similarity measure. The Cosine measure applied in this article gives the
values of similarity from the range [-1,1], which is an exception of the above
definition.
One of the most popular is Euclidean metric (DEZA E., DEZA M. 2009),
defined in the following way,
d (x, y) =

√ (Σ(xi – yi)2)

The Cosine measure (DEZA E., DEZA M. 2009) works as follows,
p (x, y) = Σni=1

(⎟⎟ x⎟⎟x *⎟⎟° yy⎟⎟ )

Where the scalar product is defined as,
x ° y = Σ x i * yi
Length of vectors is the following
⎟⎟ x⎟⎟ =

√ Σ x2i ; ⎟⎟ y⎟⎟ = √ Σ y2i

One of the simplest is Manhattan metric (DEZA E., DEZA M. 2009) defined
below,
d (x, y) = Σ⎟ xi – yi⎟
The normalized distance between objects based on division by the sum of
attribute values is called Canberra metric (DEZA E., DEZA M. 2009),
d (x, y) = Σ

⎟ xi – yi⎟
xi + yi
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And modification of Canberra metric is the Normalized metric normalized
by the maximal and minimal values of attributes in their domains,
d (x, y) = Σ

⎟ xi – yi⎟
maxi + mini

An interesting metric commonly used as a kernel of Support Vector
Machine is Chisquare metric [6] defined in the following way,
d (x, y) = Σ

(

(xi – yi)2
xi + yi

)

Another metric, which determines the distance between objects as the
maximal distance between attributes of objects, is the Chebyshev distance
(DEZA E., DEZA M. 2009),
d (x, y) = max (⎟ xi – yi⎟ ), i = 1,2,...,n
The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, which measures the
linear correlation of objects, is defined as follows,
p (x, y) = ⎟ rx, y⎟
rx, y =

Σ (xi – x̄)(yi – ȳ)
√ Σ(xi – x̄)2 √ Σ(yi – ȳ)2

x̄ =

1
1
Σ xi, ȳ = Σ yi
n
n

Data preprocessing
The scalar length of feature vectors extracted from the dataset could
disturb classification in case of data with a large number of visual words. For
this reason we have normalized feature vectors by scaling their length to unit
one, which is done by dividing all object’s attributes by the scalar length of
objects. It means that for all x ∈ U, and for all a ∈ A, we perform the following
operation:
a (x) =

a (x)
, where ⎟⎟ x⎟⎟ =
⎟⎟ x⎟⎟

√ Σ x21
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Error evaluation
In this article we have evaluated the classification quality by using the
standard Leave One Out method, where for n-objects of decision system we
create n tests, where each time a different object is treated as test set and the
rest of objects are the training set. The effectiveness of Leave One Out method
was investigated among others in (MOLINARO et al. 2005). The LOO method is
almost unbiased classification error estimator, hence the evaluation of classification quality is close to the real result.

Results of Experiments
The main goal of our experimental session was to identify the best
similarity measure or metric and classification parameters for the prepared
dataset with use of global k – NN method. Our dataset consists of 200 objects
(images), which represent five categories of shoes, the cardinalities of decision
classes are the following, 59, 20, 34, 29, and 58 images respectively. The
exemplary images of each class and exemplary key points of selected image are
in the Figure 1. and Figure 2.
After data normalization, the classification results for Cosine measure and
Euclidean metric are the same, because distance between objects in Cosine
metric is reduced to the computation of a scalar product of objects, that is equal
to Euclidean distance between objects. The Cosine measure gives the same
result before and after normalization, because the applied normalization is an
internal part of this measure.
In the Table 1 we can see that the best results of classification for
normalized and non-normalized data and considered dictionary sizes.
For a smaller number of visual words in the range of 50–100 the classification
Table 1
Leave One Out; The result of classification for the best parameter k and a measure of distance
between objects, before and after normalization; chi = Chisquare metric, euk = Euclidean metric,
cos = Cosine measure, pea = Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient
50

100

250

Before norm

0.920

0.925

0.895

Measure

chi

euk

pea

euk

1

1

k

1

1

After norm

0.890

0.915

500

0.895

1000

2500

5000

0.910 0.930

0.955

0.965

pea

pea

pea

pea

1

1

0.910 0.930

3

3

0.955

0.965

Measure

chi

man

pea

cos
euk

pea

man

pea

pea

pea

cos
euk

pea

k

2

4

3

2

1

1

1

1

3

1

3
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is better without normalization. The reason is that the number of visual
words, not their types, plays a dominant role in distinguishing decision
classes. The optimal value of the k parameter is in the set {1, 2, 3}, the most
effective measure turns out to be the Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient. The normalization does not have any influence on the Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient, since linear correlation between the
objects is maintained, so the best result for a higher number of visual words is
the same regardless of a normalization method. What is interesting, the best
metric for 50 visual words, before and after normalization, is the Chisquare
metric and additionally the Manhattan metric after normalization. For 100
words, the Euclidean metric is the best, (both before and after normalization), and Pearson’s measure performs equally well if normalization is
applied. For a higher number of words Pearson’s measure is the best, but in
a few cases the Euclidean and Manhattan metric have equal accuracy to
Pearson’s measure.
In the Table 2 we have shown the best results and parameters for all
metrics chosen for the data with a different number of visual words. It turns
out that we achieve the best results before normalization for the Chisquare,
Table 2
Leave One Out; The best result for all metrics and the parameter k before and after normalization
Metric

Before norm No.of.visual.words

Pearson

0.965

5000

After norm No.of.visual.words
3

k

0.965

5000

3

Chisquare

0.920

50

1

0.895

100

2

Manhattan

0.900

50

2

0.910

100

1

Cosine

0.960

5000

3

0.960

5000

3

Euclidean

0.925

100

1

0.960

5000

3

Normalized

0.890

50

1,2,4

0.875

Canberra

0.895

50

4

Chebyshev

0.875

100

2

50

1,3

100

1

0.865

50

3

0.830

100

2

Normalized, Canberra, and Chebyszev metric, and after normalization tthe
Manhattan and Euclidean metrics work better. As we mentioned before,
Pearson’s and Cosine measures work equally well before and after normalization.
Considering the best result of classification, we made an assumption that
best parameter k has values 1, 2 or 3, and for this reason, in the Figures 3, 4,
5 and 6, we present the average of the classification results for these three
parameters. Particularly, in the Figure 3 and 4 we have separate results for all
dictionaries, and metrics before and after normalization. These generalized
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Fig. 3 Leave One Out; k – NN; Average result of accuracy for k=1,2,3 and 50–500 visual words

results lead us to the conclusion, that for 50 and 100 words, all metrics work
better before normalization, except of Manhattan and Normalized metric in case
of 100 words. For 250–5000 words, we obtain the best results for all metrics and
measures after normalization, except for Chebyszev metric for 250 words.
In the Figure 5 and 6, we have results for non-normalized data and
normalized data respectively. In the plots, we have the results for all metrics vs
all dictionaries (the data from the Figure 3 and 4 shown in the different way).
In the Figure 7, we have exemplary detail wesult for Pearson’s measure with
data after normalization. The conclusion is that for 50, 100 and 250 words all
the metrics work really steadily before and after normalization. Pearson’s and
Cosine measure work optimally for all the dictionaries. In case of the Czebyszev metric after normalization, the result of classification is more consistent
for all the dictionaries. The Euclidean metric works better after normalization.
The result before and after normalization for the rest of the metrics is
comparable.
In addition to our results we have compared results of a SVM classifier
(CHAPELLE et al. 1997, FAN et al. 2005) with different kernel functions
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Fig. 4. Leave One Out; k – NN; Average result of accuracy for k=1,2,3 and 1000–5000 visual words

Fig. 5. Leave One Out; k – NN; For data before normalization; Average result of accuracy for k=1,2,3
and 50–5000 visual words
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Fig. 6. Leave One Out; k – NN; For data after normalization; Average result of accuracy for k=1,2,3
and 50–5000 visual words

Fig. 7. Leave One Out; k – NN; For Pearson’s measure with data after normalization; The result of
accuracy for k=1,2,...,10 and 50–5000 visual words
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(see Tab. 3) (GÓRECKI et al. 2012c), and global k – NN classifier with use of
different similarity measures and metrics. We can summarize that
for a number of visual words in the range of 50, 100, 2500, 5000, the results
are comparable with the k – NN method and even better for a smaller number
of words in the range of 50 and 100, but in range of 250, 500, 1000 visual
words, the SVM classifier wins by about four percent of classification
accuracy.
Table 3
Cross Validation 5; Overall accuracy of Support Vector Machine kernels in relation to visual
dictionary size
Kernel

Number of visual words
50

100

250

500

1000

2500

5000

Linear

0.870

Chi^2

0.880

0.870

0.925

0.885

0.930

0.940

0.945

0.940

0.940

0.940

0.960

0.955

Histogram

0.855

0.895

0.955

0.930

0.935

0.940

0.960

0.965

RBF
Cauchy

0.905
0.900

0.890

0.930

0.945

0.945

0.940

0.940

0.890

0.900

0.930

0.915

0.960

0.905

Conclusions
The results of these experiments show an interesting dependence between
the quality of classification by means of a global k– NN method, the number of
visual words, and the normalization method. It has turned out that for smaller
number of visual words in the range of 50, 100, we get better result for
non-normalized data. In case of 50 visual words the best is the Chisquare
metric, for 100 visual words the best is the Euclidean metric, and starting from
250 words the best similarity measure for the considered data turn out to be
the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient and Cosine measure. For
a higher number of visual words in the range of 250-5000, we achieve better
result after normalization. The optimal parameter k for global k – NN classifier
and considered dataset is in the set {1, 2, 3}.
In the future we are planning to check the effectiveness of other methods of
classification based on other publicly available datasets. Another goal is to
apply other keypoint detectors in our research, so that their effectiveness can
be compared with our current results.
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Abstract
The paper presents recent results from studies of a surface topography of a platinum calibration
grid on silicon substrate obtained in both contact and tapping modes of the AFM microscope. The
results are analyzed in order to determine the influence of the scan set-up and the SPM probe onto
estimated fractal parameters and surface anisotropy ratio.

Introduction
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) makes use of the forces between two
bodies placed very close to each other (from few nanometers up to tens of
nanometers). Such forces result from either atomic or particle interaction at
a very small distance. Typically, one of the interacting bodies is a sharp tip
mounted on an elastic cantilever, whereas the other is the surface under study
(see Fig. 1).
When the tip is approaching the surface, the force appears at a certain
point. However, both the magnitude of the force, as well as its character
(attractive, repulsive) changes with the tip-surface distance, as it is shown in
Figure 2.
In the beginning, the tip-surface interaction is dominated by long-range,
attractive forces, for example, magnetic ones. When the tip comes closer to the
surface, it is attracted much larger due to electrostatic van der Waals forces of
the order of 10–12 N. Below 1 nm, however, the tip becomes repelled by the
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Fig. 1. Schematic description of the AFM principle
Source: MIRONOV 2004.

Fig. 2. Forces between the AFM tip and a scanned surface
Source: MIRONOV 2004.

surface as a result of overlapping electron clouds (Pauli exclusion principle).
Repulsive forces are of the order of 10–9 N, which can be used to adjust the
optimal tip-surface distance in the contact and tapping modes (SAINT JEAN et
al. 1999). Mutual tip-surface interaction is usually described by the LennardJones potential UL-J:
6

12

{ () ()}

r0
UL-J (r) = U0 – 2 r

+

r0
r

(1)
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where:
r is the tip-surface distance, r0 – the tip-surface distance at which the potential
reaches its minimum, whereas U0 – the minimal value of the potential. The
first term in Equation (1) corresponds to long-range attractive forces due to
dipole interaction, while the second one – corresponds to short-range repulsive
forces due to overlapping electron clouds (MIRONOV 2004).
When working in the contact mode, the tip (or the surface, depending on
the construction details) is moved along XY plane, and the cantilever deflection
detected by the 4-section photodiode reflects the surface topography (HOWLAND, BENATAR 2002, BRAMOWICZ, KLYSZ 2007). On the other hand, in the
tapping mode the cantilever is additionally forced to oscillate in a vertical
direction, at a frequency close to its resonant frequency, and the photodiode
measures the amplitude of the oscillation. Despite being used for similar
purposes, each scanning mode gives insight into different aspects of the
tip-surface interactions (Fig. 2). Contact mode actually relies on the repulsive
force solely, while the tapping mode exhibits a large variety of forces, not only
repulsive, but also attractive ones.

Experimental procedure
AFM measurements described below concern the effect of the scanning
mode on the quality of obtained 3-dimensional surface images and the statistical parameters of the surface topography. Several measurements were carried
out using platinum calibration grid (PG) as the reference (grating made from
platinum sputtered onto silicon substrate with 1 μm period and 100 nm step
height from Bruker). Multimode 8 system (Bruker) allowed for AFM imaging
in both contact as well as tapping modes making use of the ScanAsyst-Air SPM
probes (the tip radius 2 nm and the cantilever spring constant 0.4 N/m). Each
surface profile was sampled at 512 equidistant points, each image was composed of 512 lines. The scan size varied between 0.5 and 50 μm, while the
aspect ratio uqual to 1 (square scan area). AFM measurements resulted in
2-dimensional square matrices storing data on local surface heights above
a reference level.
In order to characterize the surface topography and to compare the results
obtained in the contact and tapping modes, the following statistical parameters
were used:
– Root-mean-square deviation of the surface Sq (according to PN-EN ISO 25178-6):
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Sq =

√

M–1 N–1
1
Σ l=0
Σ [z(xk, yl)]2
MNk=0

(2)

– Anisotropy coefficient Str defined as the ratio between the correlation
lengths τ of the normalized autocorrelation function R( τ ,θ) measured along
its fastest and slowest decay from the maximum value (1.0) down to 0,2
(MAINSAH et al. 2001):

0 < Str =

Min{τ : R( τ ,θ) → 0,2}
≤1
Max{τ : R( τ ,θ) → 0,2}

(3)

– Fractal dimension D and topothesis K determined using the structure
function S(τ) (MAINSAH et al. 2001):
S(τ) = 〈[z(x) – z(x + τ)]2〉

(4)

where:
〈 〉 stands for the average.
On a log-log scale, the structure function S(τ) draws a characteristic curve
that can be approximated by two straight lines: the one inclined at an certain
angle for small τ values, and the other which is almost flat for large τ values.
The structure function S(τ) obeys the power law within the small τ range
according to (MAINSAH et al. 2001):
S(τ) = Kτ2H

(5)

where:
K=

π G2(D–1)
2Γ(5 – 2D)sin[(2 – D)π]

(6)

where:
G is the scale factor, Γ is the Euler function, whereas H = 2 – D is the Hurst
parameter (HARTMANN 1997, MAINSAH et al. 2001).
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Results
Topography maps recorded in contact mode accompanied by the spectra of
the area autocorrelation function are shown in Figure 3, and similar data
measured in the tapping mode are shown in Figure 4. At first glance, contact
mode provides better image contrast, whereas tapping mode exhibits on the
scanned surface tiny particles with the mean height not exceeding 10 nm. Such
a result is probably due to surface inhomogeneities detected by vibrating
probe, because any disturbance to the tip-surface interaction (localized adhesion force, for example) gives rise to huge oscillation frequency shift when
working close to the resonant frequency. On that account the tapping mode is
far more sensitive to any surface inhomogeneity than the contact mode being,
however, less destructive to a sample surface.
By analyzing the spectra of the autocorrelation function for the scan size
0.5 and 1.0 μm shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, the surface anisotropy can be
seen. Indeed, the images exhibit spectra with only one central peak, elongated
along the axis of surface anisotropy. On the contrary, when the scan size
increases above 5 μm, the spectra of the autocorrelation function become
isotropic, although highly periodic.
Figure 5 exhibits significant similarity between both imaging modes in
terms of the surface roughness Sq as long as the scan size exceeds 5 μm. For
smaller scan areas, however, Sq is noticeably higher in contact mode with
respect to tapping mode even though the latter is more sensitive to surface
inhomogeneities that should result in larger roughness, as it was mentioned
previously. Unfortunately, no reason has been given so far to explain observed
discrepancy.
Analysis of 2-dimensional spectra of the autocorrelation functions along
the main axes of anisotropy (a1 and a2) for the scan size 0,5 and 1 mm, and
along the x and y directions for the scan size 5, 10, 20 and 50 mm, allowed for
determination of the anisotropy coefficient Str according to Eq. (3). The plot of
Str vs. scan size is shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6 shows that independent of the scanning mode, Str values rise
asymptotically to a value close to 1 when the scan size is larger than 5 μm.
Small deviation from the unity is probably due to the tip asymmetry as the tip
shape convolves with the topography, but this effect is not concerned here.
What is important, Sq approaches asymptotical value when the scan size
exceeds the grid period. On the other hand, for the scan size equal to 0,5 and
1 μm, Str values significantly decrease, because the scan size does not cover
a single pattern cell. In such a case, anisotropy ratio strongly depends on the
scan size. Similar observations were reported previously (BRAMOWICZ 2009)
from studies of the anisotropy coefficient of the microstructure of martensitic
steel in Ni-Mn-Ga alloys.
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Fig. 3. Surface topography (left) and the spectra of the surface autocorrelation function (right) of the
reference PG sample in the contact mode. Scan size, respectively: a – 0,5×0,5 μm, b – 1×1 μm, c – 5×5 μm
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Fig. 4. Surface topography (left) and the spectra of the surface autocorrelation function (right) of the
reference PG sample in the tapping mode. Scan size, respectively: a – 0,5×0,5 μm, b – 1×1 μm,
c – 5×5 μm. Note the surface inhomogeneities seen in the topography images
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Fig. 5. Changes in root-mean-square roughness Sq as a function of the scan size in contact mode
(circles) and tapping mode (squares)

Fig. 6. Plot of the anisotropy coefficient Str as a function of the scan size in contact mode (circles) and
tapping mode (squares)

Plots of the structure function S(τ) defined according to Eq. (4) for the scan
size larger than 5 μm are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. Each plot is drawn for the
scan directions parallel to the coordinate axes (x and y, respectively).
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Fig. 7. Structure function S(τ) in contact mode for the scan size: a – 5×5 μm, b – 10×10 μm,
c – 20×20 μm, d – 50×50 μm

Plots of the structure function shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 are very
similar independent of the scan direction, including the slope (corresponding
to fractal dimension D), and the vertical intercept (corresponding to the
topothesis K). As a rule, the fractal parameters of the isotropic surfaces become
constant in any direction. For smaller scans, however, plots of the structure
function S(τ) have different slopes depending on the scan direction.
In order to determine the fractal parameters of the sample surface assuming its self-affinity, log-log plots of the structure function S(τ) were drawn in
Figure 9 for the scan size of 5, 10, 20 and 50 μm. Pronounced and reproducible
linear range of each curve was approximated by the straight line, slope of
which was twice as large as the Hurst parameter H (a = 2H), which
subsequently allowed for determination of the fractal dimension D (D = 2 – H).
As seen in Figure 9, estimated fractal parameters have similar values, especially the topothesis K. Additionally, the linear parts of the S(τ) curves in the
tapping mode almost perfectly overlap, while in the contact mode a small
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Fig. 8. Structure function S(τ) in tapping mode for the scan size: a – 5×5 μm, b – 10×10 μm,
c – 20×20 μm, d – 50×50 μm

Fig. 9. Results of the straight line fit to the linear range of the structure functions and estimated
fractal parameters obtained for isotropic images in: a – contact, b – tapping modes
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deviation from the main direction can be observed that gives rise to a small
deviation in the fractal dimension D.
AFM measurements do not exhibit the real surface topography. In fact, the
AFM images are distorted by the tip shape and hence they provide the
convolution of two curves, namely the surface and the tip curvature. However,
all the measurements described in the paper were carried out using identical
AFM probes, so that a comparison between contact and tapping modes is still
possible. Figure 10 shows examples of scanning profiles (surface sections)
recorded in both modes, which look very similar. This leads to conclusion that

Fig. 10. Section profiles of the surface in: contact (red) and tapping (blue) modes
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the differences in surface topography observed in contact and tapping modes
are mainly due to the scanning method, and more specifically – the smallest
distance between the tip and the surface.

Conclusions
A comparison between AFM measurements of the surface topography in
contact and tapping modes reveals that in the multifractal domain, that is
when at least one periodic element of the topography appears in the image,
anisotropy coefficient Str can be assessed on AFM results obtained using either
contact or tapping mode. The same applies to fractal parameters, although
with small differences in the fractal dimension D. Note, however, that recorded
images are results of many various tip-surface interactions, and hence getting
the real surface topography in meso- as well as microscale requires deconvolution to be made prior fractal analysis.
Translated by SŁAWOMIR KULESZA
Accepted for print 16.11.2012
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Abstract
A method for structural analysis of lattice transmission towers considered to be spatial trusses is
proposed. It consists in automatic elimination of mechanical instability from the structure. The
instability result from the existence of the so-called out-of-plane nodes in a structure model. The
method is based on blocking the possible displacements of out-of-plane nodes and the information
concerning the need for blocking the specific displacement is obtained from analysis of the system
stiffness matrix. Through application of the spatial rod finite elements lattice transmission towers
may be analysed with the use of spatial truss models. The short characteristic of the in-house
computer program applied for identification of truss members not satisfying the load capacity
criterion, comparison of the results obtained by use of the method and ones obtained by applying the
plane truss model and the frame model with the reduced member flexural stiffnesses are also
presented.

Introduction
In engineering practice there exist structures, which have computational
models in form of spatial trusses. Due to numerical difficulties associated with
these models, they are commonly replaced with frame models. It can be shown
that the member forces in frame model differ from those that occur in the
spatial truss model under the same loading conditions. So the question is: do
computational difficulties have to dictate the need to seek a substitute for the
spatial truss model?
In the case of applying additional loading to existing lattice transmission
towers (e.g. with optical fibre cables) and assessment of their condition or
determination of safe work time period for them, it is necessary to check the
load capacity criteria for all members of the structure. In many countries the
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standard regulations recommend assuming the truss model of the tower. Then
it becomes an important task to determine efficiently the values of member
forces in the truss subjected to load combination specified in the regulations.
During the times preceding the computer era the task was simplified, i.e. plane
trusses corresponding to the individual faces of a tower were analysed. The
plane truss member forces were being determined generally by the use of
graphical or analytical methods. Currently computer programs, mainly based
on the finite elements method (FEM), are used for that purpose (RAKOWSKI,
KACPRZYK 2005). Breaking the spatial truss down into plane substructures is
not only an arduous method of low effectiveness but also it may be a source of
errors due to both the simplifications related to that method and the process of
specifying loads applied to plane trusses. Lattice transmission towers in their
nature are spatial structures and treating them as three-dimensional systems
should be the natural consequence of that fact.
Recently a large number of papers have been published on many important
aspects of the analysis of towers for overhead transmission lines such as:
non-linear analysis (ALBERMANI, KITIPORNCHAI 2003), prediction of structure
limit load (KEMPNER et al. 2002) or dynamic analysis (GANI, LÉGERON 2010).
We should, nevertheless, differentiate between the research papers from
specific requirements formulated in the standard regulations in force in
a given country. The former ones allow better understanding of the structure
behaviour and more precise assessment of the safety reserve as well as
improving the applicable standards while the latter ones must be met absolutely in relation to both the designed structures and the existing ones but
additionally loaded or undergoing a change caused by the influence of various
factors (e.g. corrosion, ageing).
Truss is one of the simplest load bearing structure but structural analysis
of a three-dimensional truss tower model by FEM encounters serious difficulties related to the mechanical instability of the system resulting from the
occurrence of the so-called out-of-plane nodes. Attempts at overcoming that
difficulty were undertaken in various ways, e.g. by using beam elements for
analysis of the spatial truss or by inserting internal dummy rods with lower
longitudinal stiffnesses than the truss members (DA SILVA et al. 2005). Manual
addition of the dummy rods to the computational model is a time consuming
and arduous work. Additionally, a priori prediction of the rods stiffnesses is not
an easy task and it may yield erroneous results. A similar situation appears in
the analysis of truss by the use of beam elements but reduction of members
bending stiffnesses is required. Excessively small reduction results in a stiffer
frame structure and the axial force values obtained may be different than for
the truss. Excessively large reduction on the other hand may cause numerical
difficulties resulting from poor conditioning of the system stiffness matrix. The
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use of beam elements requires additional input data for each element. It is
related to the necessity of entering the points coordinates to define the
orientation of the principal inertia axes of the beam cross section in space.
This paper presents the effective method for overcoming the inherent
difficulties encountered in spatial truss analysis by FEM. It consists in
automatic blocking of the additional degrees of freedom of the structure
related to the out-of-plane nodes by means of the additional external dummy
rod elements. Their locations are determined on the analysis of the stiffness
matrix of the structure.

Automatic elimination of the mechanical instability
of the truss tower model
The process of standard structural analysis of a lattice tower consists of
some stages: assuming the computational model of the structure as the truss,
determining the loading, applying forces to nodes, computing truss member
forces and verifying the load capacity criterion for all the members.
Figure 1 presents a fragment of the truss tower model with two adjacent
faces. The nodes marked with black circles referred to as the spatial nodes are
characterised by the rule that displacement of such a node in any direction
requires elongation/shortening of the members connected to the node. The
other nodes marked by circles (out-of-plane nodes) have constrained mobility
in the plane of one face but in the direction perpendicular to that face they can
displace. The occurrence of the out-of-plane nodes in the truss structure
results in its mechanical instability, i.e. system stiffness matrix becomes
singular.

Fig. 1. Out-of-plane nodes and dummy rods
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On the whole three-dimensional truss model cannot be analysed in
a simple way by FEM using the truss elements, i.e. 2-noded truss elements
with six degrees of freedom. To overcome the numerical difficulties it is
possible to apply additional constraints on the degrees of freedom of out-ofplane nodes. For example, it is possible to impose the condition that the
out-of-plane nodes are subject to displacements assuring that they remain
within the plane of the face in which the members connected to the nodes are
located. Commercial general-purpose FEM programs allow applying constraints of that type, although manual identification of out-of-plane nodes
within the tower computational model and defining for each of them additional constraints may be a highly work-intensive task. That is why a method
was proposed for automatic blocking of out-of-plane node displacements by
attaching dummy rods to the nodes to eliminate their undesirable mobility
(Fig. 1). Each such a rod blocks one degree of freedom of a node. The method,
however, should be found for identification of the degrees of freedom that
require blocking. It can be noticed that in the truss with out-of-plane nodes,
considered within the global system of coordinates x, y, z, on the main
diagonal of the structure stiffness matrix, in cells corresponding to degrees of
freedom related to the possible displacements of those nodes, terms of low
values, differing clearly from the other terms, occur. In case of the out-ofplane nodes located on the non-tapered tower segments the values of those
terms can be zero. For the purpose of determining the condition of blocking
the excess degrees of freedom the value of the so-called blocking threshold
must be determined. It can be set quite precisely on the examination of the
main diagonal terms of the stiffness matrix of structure with out-of-plane
nodes not blocked.

In-house computer program for structural analysis
of lattice towers
The presented method for dealing with out-of-plane nodes may be applied if
access to the system stiffness matrix is possible. Most FEM programs give such
a possibility. In the in-house computer program targeted to the effective
structural analysis of lattice transmission towers the presented method for
automatic elimination of the mechanical instability from the spatial truss
model was applied. The program was developed considering the necessity for
efficient analysis of a large number of truss towers. The computations were
performed mainly because of the additional loading of existing structures with
optical fibre cables and in the process of determination of safe work time period
for old towers.
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The analysis of a truss tower model is performed in two stages. During the
first stage, after assembling the structure stiffness matrix and application of
the boundary conditions, the program subroutine examines the terms on the
main diagonal of the matrix and if the term value is lower than the blocking
threshold the given degree of freedom is being blocked. This involves generating the additional massless rod and setting it perpendicularly to the appropriate tower face. One end of the rod is located in the node to be blocked and the
other is pinned supported. When the automatic addition of all the necessary
dummy rods is completed the second stage of the analysis follows which is
typical for the finite element analysis of a structure. The in-house program is
provided with the procedure analysing the values of forces in dummy rods. In
case of blocking an inappropriate degree of freedom a noticeable force value
occurs and the user is alerted. The practice shows that only in a few cases
minor modifications (addition or removal) of dummy rods in the tower model
were necessary.
A CAD type program (in this case IntelliCAD) equipped with a set of
functions written in the AutoLISP language performs the pre-processor and
post-processor tasks in the tower analysis. On completing the tower finite
element model its database is exported in DXF format, which is then read and
processed by external program (data generator) to write the model data text
file readable for the in-house program. The program is based on the FEM using
three-dimensional truss-type elements (axial tension or compression), however, the method of blocking out-of-plane nodes and analysis of load capacity
criterion, according to the standard regulations in force, were implemented.
The program determines safety factor for each tower member in case of the
given load combination. The factor depicts the degree of satisfying the member
load capacity criterion. Program also generates the drawings of all the tower
faces and the cross-arms and linking elements in which the hazardous
members are marked in the appropriate colour. The drawings allow rapid
location of unsafe members in the structure analysed.

Results generated by 3d truss tower model vs. the results
obtained using the plane model and frame model
For the verification of the presented method of handling with out-of plane
nodes in the three-dimensional truss tower model the results of computations
obtained using the method were compared with those obtained with the use of
the plane truss model and the spatial frame model. The spatial truss model was
computed using the in-house program while the plane and frame models were
solved using MSC.Marc Mentat system.
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The actual transmission tower of 38.83 m high loaded with wind acting in
the direction perpendicular to the transmission line (direction of the x axis
depicted in Fig. 2a) was chosen for the comparative study. Under conditions of
normal rime that load case represents in general the most rigorous test of load

Fig. 2. Transmission tower models: a – 3D truss with out-of-plane nodes degrees of freedom blocked,
b – plane truss, c – 3D frame
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bearing capacity of tower. The plane model of the tower was defined by the AB
tower face with out-of-plane nodes removed.

Three-dimensional truss tower model
To determine the value of the blocking threshold for the structure analysed
in the global coordinate system (x, y, z) shown in Figure 2a, the values of kii
terms located on the main diagonal of the structure stiffness matrix are being
watched. After arranging those terms in ascending order the graph of their
variability can be drawn. It can be seen from Figure 3 that some terms have
low values (the initial part of the graph) and they correspond to the undesirable degrees of freedom of the model. For the tower under consideration the
blocking threshold has the value 7.2 · 106 N/m and on its base the program has
generated dummy rods that allow blocking the excess degrees of freedom of the
truss model. Given small taper of the tower body (1:10 in xz plane and 1:14 in
yz plane) the rods are rotated by small angles about the x or y axis to set them
perpendicular to the appropriate tower face. The taper of the tower body is
defined as the value of the tangent of the tower face slope to the vertical plane.
In the case considered 148 dummy rods were generated: 54 in the direction
close to the x axis and 92 to y axis and 2 in the direction of z axis.

Fig. 3. Stiffness matrix diagonal terms values for the 3D truss tower model

External loads are applied to the nodes in the directions that do not
correspond with the blocked degrees of freedom of the model. Nevertheless, as
a result of self weight loading vertical forces are applied to all nodes, including
the out-of-plane nodes. As the dummy rods are not positioned horizontally,
negligible forces due to the structure self weight occur in them. Maximum
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values of the reaction forces components at the supports of dummy rods (0.099,
0.025, 0.343 kN) divided by the minimum values of reaction forces in nodes at
the tower base (19.03, 8.98, 129.67 kN) are: Rfx/Rxmin = 0.52%, Rfy/Rymin
= 0.28% and Rfz/Rzmin = 0.26% respectively. The possibility of shifting the
gravity forces from the out-of-plane nodes to the adjacent “normal” nodes
could be considered, however, as a consequence of minor values of the forces in
dummy rods induced by the gravity forces that action is not necessary. Very
low values of reaction forces by the dummy rods indicate also blocking the
appropriate, i.e. excess, degrees of freedom of the structure.

Plane tower model
The plane model was obtained by projecting the AB tower face, shown in
Fig. 2a, on the vertical plane containing points A and B. The arrangement of
members in this model is presented in Fig. 2b.

Three-dimensional frame tower model
The frame model shown in Fig. 2c can well predict the values of member
axial forces in the lattice tower treated as the truss if the flexural stiffnesses of
the members is very low. It cannot, however, be excessively small because then
the mechanical instability may occur as in the case of the truss model with
out-of-plane nodes. The issue of reducing the tower beams flexural stiffnesses
must be solved then.
The members of the analysed tower have angle sections but for the purpose
of reduction of data input their cross sections were substituted with circles.
The cross section area of a circle was equal to the actual one whereas moment
of inertia was assumed to be equal to the minor principal moment of inertia for
the member angle section.
For the purpose of selecting the appropriate degree of reduction for
members flexural stiffnesses the frame model was computed several times
changing the values of the moment of inertia. The values of actual minor
moments of inertia were assumed to be the reference values. Changed values of
moments of inertia were obtained by multiplying the reference values with
a factor (tab. 1).
The consecutive rows of the table present the values of the: extreme axial
force, extreme bending moment, square root of the sum of squares of displacements for all the nodes of the structure and displacements of nodes that
revealed large variations. Analysis of Table 1 indicates that the frame with the
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Table 1
Influence of the frame members flexural stiffness on section forces and displacements of selected
nodes
I/Imin

0.01

0.02

0.1

0.2

0.5

1

2

5

10

Nmax

kN

-164.7

-164.7

-164.7

-164.7

-164.7

-164.6

-164.5

-164.2

-163.7

Mmax

kNcm

7.2

7.2

7.2

7.7

13.9

25.7

49.1

111.5

198.6
140.65

Δ

cm

148.49

143.95

142.43

142.36

142.28

142.17

141.97

141.42

u2

cm

8.17

4.09

0.82

0.41

0.16

0.08

0.04

0.02

0.01

v169

cm

0.58

0.29

0.05

0.02

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.01

-0.01

w2

cm

-0.78

-0.38

-0.07

-0.03

-0.01

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.01

lowest member flexural stiffnesses but still assuring the stable solution should
have the elements with the values of the moments of inertia reduced 5-fold in
relation to the values of the minor moments of inertia of the angle cross
sections. In particular the monotonically decreasing function Δ has the inflection point for I/Imin = 0.2 as shown in Figure 4. Additionally, the bending
moment starts changing its value significantly at that point. The results
obtained for that frame model were further compared with those for the truss
models of the tower.

Fig. 4. Variations in the root from the sum of squares of displacements for all nodes and the extreme
bending moment in the function of the members flexural stiffness parameter

Computational results
Table 2 presents the parameters of the tower models and the extreme
values of the tower crown displacement and member axial forces obtained.
Deformation of the tower model with the dummy rods attached to it and a real
tower deformation do not coincide; nevertheless, the value of crown displacement is almost the same as for the plane model and for the frame model.
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Table 2
Specification of the differences in the tower models analysed
Tower Model

3D truss

Plane truss

3D frame

Number of elements

829

217

681

Number of nodes

424

110

276

Number of degrees of freedom

1272

220

1656

Crown displacement [cm]

21.26

20.53 (-3.4%)

21.26 (0.00%)

Max axial force [kN]

127.00

125.57 (-1.13%)

126.90 (-0.08%)

Min axial force [kN]

-164.58

-164.15 (-0.26%)

-164.69 (0.07%)

The values of extreme axial forces determined using the analysed models
are very close. The percentage differences do not exceed 1.2%. That observation, however, do not apply to all the members. In Figure 5 and 6 the percent
differences in force values are presented. The differences are small in
significantly loaded members. Larger differences occur in slightly loaded
members, which, however, are not critical elements in the assessment
of the entire structure load capacity. It should be noticed, nevertheless, that
in the plane model of the structure the distribution of axial forces is different
than in the spatial model as a consequence of neglecting the slope of the tower
face and disregarding the influence of the internal members. It was established that the points farthest away from the horizontal axis in the Figure 5
correspond to the members possessing common nodes with the members
connecting opposite faces of the tower that are not considered in the plane
model.

Fig. 5. Differences in the values of forces in the tower members obtained using the plane and the
spatial truss models
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Fig. 6. Differences in the values of forces in the tower members obtained using the frame and the
spatial truss models

Despite reduction of the members flexural stiffnesses, in the frame model
the distribution of forces is different than in the truss model due to the
influence of bending effects. The frame model gives low values of axial forces
in the members that in the truss model are zero force members. In that type
of members the percentage differences in force values are generally large.
Opposite signs of forces in some insignificantly loaded members were also
observed. For example, the member compressed by small force in the truss
model is elongated by a small force in the frame model (e.g. member No. 21:
NTRUSS = -0.04 kN, NFRAME = 0.03 kN). Then the corresponding points of the
graph are outward the range presented and have not been shown in the
figures.
Reasonably good correspondence between the values of the extreme
displacements and forces (see Table 2) obtained using the analysed models
confirms effectiveness of the presented method for automatic blocking of the
mechanical instability in the three-dimensional truss tower model. It should
be emphasised that the 3D truss tower model represents better the work of
a spatial truss than a plane or frame model. This results from the fact that
dummy rods are positioned perpendicularly to the members connected to the
out-of-plane nodes and do not take any components of axial forces carried by
the members.

Conclusions
Due to existence of the out-of-plane nodes in truss transmission tower
model its numerical analysis, as three-dimensional structure, requires special
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approach. The proposed method of automatic removal of the mechanical
instability from the finite element model with rod elements (tension/compression) has proved effective. The results obtained confirm the possibility of
applying the described method of blocking out-of-plane nodes in models of
typical lattice transmission towers.
Analysis of spatial lattice structures, especially with bolted or riveted
joints, by the use of spatial truss model seems to be more natural approach
then the use of substitute model i.e. frame model. Preparation of the truss
tower model requires less time and is less arduous than determining of frame
model because every frame element requires the coordinates of the additional
node (point) defining the orientation of the neutral axes of the beam cross
section in space and problems with reduction of beams flexural stiffnesses
also appear. Models composed of truss elements allow shortening the work
time necessary for preparing them.
Translated by JERZY GOZDEK & AUTHOR
Accepted for print 12.11.2012
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Abstract
The paper dealt with the evaluation of the oxygen permeability of the polyethylene films applied
in the mulching and food packaging. The construction of the equipment is discussed. The design and
the construction of the equipment was realized with applying of the standard EN STN 77 0333.The
measurement of the permeability of the oxygen trough the polyethylene Bralen 2–63 with 9% colored
concentrate Maxithen HP 533041 – violet film was realized by means of modified method. The values
of the permeability Px, 1794.25 cm3 · m–2 · d–1. (0.1 MPa)–1 of the oxygen trough the film of the
thickness of 50 μm was evaluated. The coefficient of permeability P, 4.2560 · 10–16 mol · m–1 · s–1 · Pa–1,
coefficient of diffusion D, 4.3999 · 10–10 m2 · s–1 and solubility coefficient of the gas in the film Sp,
9.6735 · 10–7 mol · m–3 · Pa–1 were determined.

Introduction
Materials suitable of packaging of foods and mulching are applied on the
base of polymers in the present time. The protection of original quality of food
against external undesirable effects is the function of the packaging materials.
Required protection of foods can be achieved with one layer of polymer, or in
the case of need, with multilayer film, includes different polymers, surface
films and metallic films. Barrier properties, i.e. protection of the package, are
related mainly with the ability to transmit the gases and vapors, which are
damaging of the quality of the product. Degradation processes of foods are
dependent on the time and temperature (JASSE et al. 1994, ASHLEY 1985, PYE
et al. 1976). The oxygen is harmful for foods of vegetal or animal origin. It
causes the oxidation of the higher fatty acids. Internal atmosphere of gases, as
are CO2 a N2, is modified of the preservation of the quality of the foods (JASSE
et al., 1994). Polyethylene plastic films have great importance in the horticul-
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ture. The plastic films applied as mulch, affect the radiation balance of the
environment by means of absorption and reflection of the light by their surface
and they change of the microclimate of the cultivated plants (TABER 2010).
WANG et al. (1998) studied oxygen and ethylene permeabilities which have
been determined at 19oC for three kinds of polyethylene films (LDPE, LLDPE
and HDPE) and in the temperature range 4–30oC for LDPE. At constant
temperature, ethylene and oxygen permeabilities decrease with increasing
density. The temperature dependence of oxygen and ethylene permeabilities
was found to be Arrhenius in the temperature range tested, with activation
energies of 47.7 and 44.1 kJ/mol for ethylene and oxygen respectively.
PAPIERNIK et al. (2002) describe an apparatus useful for obtaining permeability data. The model may be fitted to the data to determine mass transfer
coefficients. The assembled equipment provides a sealed permeability cell,
where a sample of the film to be tested is sandwiched between two static
half-cells. Vapor is spiked to one side of the film and the concentrations in the
spiked and receiving chamber are monitored until equilibrium. The permeability cells described here were gas-tight for >40 d. This approach produces
reproducible measures of mass transfer coefficients that are not dependent on
the size of the experimental apparatus.
KAMAL et al. (1984) studied oxygen and water vapor permeability on binary
polyethylene/polyamide immiscible blends incorporating three polyethylene
resins (LDPE, LLDPE, and HDsPE), and three polyamide resins (PA-6,
PA-6,6, and modified PA-6,6 m). It was found that the incorporation of PA into
PE reduces the oxygen permeability while water vapor permeability is increased. In the range of 0 to 30 weight percent of PA, the oxygen permeability
of PE was reduced by a factor of 2.8 to 3.6. Maximum water vapor permeabilities increased: for HDPE by a factor of about 2.6 to 3.1 and for LDPE and
LLDPE blends by about 1.6.

Material and Methods
Fundamental principles of the permeability
Sorption of gases and their transmission trough the polymer depends on
the permeability and the diffusion. Amount of gas Q (mol), which is transfer
through the membrane, is defined by the equation (JASSE et al. 1994):

Q=

D · σ (p1 – p2) S · t
h

(1)
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where:
D – coefficient of diffusion, m2/s,
p1 – external pressure, Pa,
p2 – internal pressure, Pa,
h – thickness of membrane, m,
σ – Henry’s constant, mol · Pa/m3,
On the assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium, the coefficient of permeability P is given by the equation:
P=D·σ

(2)

Permeability is depended on solubility and diffusivity. These quantities are
functions of optional volume, cohesive energy and polymer morphology. Than
coefficient of permeability is defined:
P=

Qh
Qh
=
SΔpt
S(p1 – p2) t

(3)

After applying equation of state for ideal gas pV = nRT we can obtain
equation of coefficient of permeability P [mol · m–1 · s–1 · Pa–1] suitable of
experimental measurement:
P=

pV
pVh
Qh
·
=
SΔ pt nRT
tSΔpRT

(4)

where:
P – coefficient of permeability P, mol · m–1 · s–1 · Pa–1,
p – pressure, Pa,
V – volume of gas, m3,
R – universal gas constant, R = 8314 J · kmol–1 · K–1,
T – temperature, K.
We can also obtain permeability of the membrane Px [m3 · m–2 · s–1 · Pa–1]
from the equation:

Px = P

V
Qh

(5)

Fick’s second law of diffusion can be obtained by first calculating a conservation equation with respect to volume,
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1 ∂ S Ch
∂ Ch
∂ 2Ch
=D
+
2
∂t
∂z
S ∂z ∂z

(

)

(6)

where:
Ch – molar concentration, mol · m–3,
z – coordinate, m.
By setting S to be constant, equation (6) describes unsteady state diffusion,
which is Fick’s second law of diffusion. Together, Fick’ first and second laws
describe how much solute moves across the film (diffusion flux) and reveal how
the solute concentration changes within the film (concentration profile). To
apply Fick’s laws, certain assumptions must be made (Fig. 1). Let C1h be the
concentration of downstream solution and let C10 be the concentration of
upstream solution. If H is the partition coefficient which relates pressure in
gas to concentration in the film, then c10 = HC10.

Fig. 1. Steady-state concentration profile in a thin membrane. C10 is proportional c10 and the partition
coefficient H. Infinite reservoirs on both sides are assumed

Initially, the downstream solution is assumed to be free of upstream
solution. At time zero, the membrane is also assumed to be free of upstream
solution. For t > 0 the amount of upstream solution in the membrane is c10 at
z = 0: Furthermore, where z = l the amount of upstream solution is said to be
zero.
The boundary conditions restrict the downstream solution to be free of the
upstream solution. In experiments it has been found that the concentration is
negligible. These boundary conditions allow equation (6) to be transformed
into an ordinary differential equation, which will describe a pseudo-steady
state in the system.
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SIEGEL and CUSSLER (2004) describe the characteristic of lag time in the
diffusion model. After using separation of variables on Fick’s second law and
imposing the aforementioned conditions to obtain:

ch = ch0 –

ch0 z 2ch0
–
h
π

∞

Σ sin
n=1

nπz
– Dn2 π2 t
exp
h
h2

( ) (

)

(7)

And after calculation the limit of the above equation at large times:

(

SD
h2
ch
=
t–
Vh
6D
ch0

)

(8)

where V is the ratio of the volume in the air chamber to the area of the fabric.
This limiting equation revealed that there is a lag time for the system to reach
the desired pseudo-steady state. Namely, the system can not be described by an
ordinary differential equation when

t<

h2
6D

(9)

The limiting equation also reveals that the permeability of the membrane
can be found experimentally by calculating the best-fit slope of the equation.
Similarly the lag time Θ (s) can be found by experimentally calculating the
x-intercept of the best-fit line of the pseudo-steady state data points (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Typical permeation/lag time curve: normalized downstream concentration versus time in
a thin membrane initially free of solute. The code created estimates the pseudo-steady state section
(RUTHERFORD, DO 1997)
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Then we can obtain the coefficient of diffusion D [m2 · s–1] (PAULY 1999)
from the equation (8):
D=

h2
6Θ

(10)

where:
h – thickness of film, m,
Θ – lag time, s.
The solubility coefficient Sp [mol · m–3 · Pa–1] can calculate from the equation (BROŽOVÁ 2008):
Sp =

P
D

(11)

where:
P – coefficient of permeability P, mol · m–1 · s–1 · Pa–1,
D – diffusion coefficient, m–2 · s–1.
The solubility coefficient Sp express the solubility of the oxygen in the film.
Methods of determination of gas permeability are described in JASSE et al.
(1994), PYE et al. (1976), KOROS et al. (1992), SOHAIL (1997). Polymer’s
materials present large scale structures and properties which depend on their
chemical structure, methods of preparation and conditions of processing.
Significant participation of additives and application of polymer mixtures
influence barrier properties of films trough CO2, O2, N2, or water vapors (LEE
1980).

Standard method
The nature of the test of the gas isobaric method is the interferometric
determination of the concentration of the tested gas which penetrated trough
tested sample from the chamber filled with the pure tested gas to the chamber
with the air. Total gas pressures on either side of the sample are equal and the
diffusion of the gas trough the tested sample depends on the difference of the
partial pressure in the both chambers (EN STN 77 0333).
Instrument as well as standard procedures for measuring the oxygen
permeability are available but measurement of the concentration of the oxygen
is proposed by means of optical interferometric method with the laboratory
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interferometer with two-part gas chambers of the length 100, 50, 25 and 10 cm.
This method is difficult and the interferometer is not available in common. The
digital oxygen meter Mesura which measured the relative concentration of the
oxygen was used instead of interferometer and the absolute values of concentration had to be calculated from the tabulated values of the air and oxygen at
the real conditions. All others conditions of the standard were kept to the
terms.

Design of measurement equipment
Methods of detection and measurement of parameters of permeability of
packaging materials of gases are specified in the standard EN STN 77 0333.
The method was modified for the conditions of our test. Permeability of gases
is determinated at the barrier tests of the materials as one of the specific
parameter of the protective efficiency of the packaging. The design of measurement equipment was projected. The design is considered universal for the basic
measurements. It represents sufficiently the principles of measurement and
correspondents with the standard EN STN 77 0333.
Diagram of design of equipment of measurement of gas permeability packaging materials by means of isobaric method is presented in the Figure 3 and

Fig. 3. Design of equipment of measurement of gas permeability: 1 – upper chamber, 2 – bottom
chamber, 3 – membrane of measured material, 4 – ball valve, 5 – needle valve, 6 – oxygen probe,
7 – digital oxygen meter, 8 -pressure control valve, 9 – pressure oxygen cylinder, 10 – one way throttle
valve, 11 – manometer, 12 – filter regulator, 13 – air tank, 14 – compressor
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equipment is presented in the Figure 4. The bottom chamber (2) was firmly
attached on the desk and above it upper chamber (1) was attached by means of
nuts. Tested material (3) was inserted between two chambers. Two – part test
chamber was made of stainless steel and so resistant to corrosion
and chemical effects. All parts of the chambers were equipped with the
admission valve and the outlet valve (4, 5) and the outlet for the insertion of
the oxygen probe (6). Pressure oxygen cylinder (9) was used of supply of pure
oxygen (99.5%). The amount of the oxygen was adjusted by means of the
pressure control valve in the upper chamber (1). The volume of the each
chamber was 1.128 dm3. Diameter of the effective area between the chambers
was 70 mm. Compressor (14) was used to the perfusion of the bottom chamber
with the air. Adjusting of the air in this branch was integrated by means of the
one way throttle valve and the filter regulator (10, 12). The digital oxygen
meters Mesura (7) were applied of measurement of the amount of diffused
oxygen.

Fig. 4. Equipment of measurement of gas permeability

Basis of the test of the isobaric method is the determination of the
concentration of the testing gas, which diffused trough the tested material
from the chamber filled with pure testing gas to the chamber with the air. The
pressures of the gases on both are equivalent. The samples have to be planar,
pure and without mechanical damage. The samples are conditioned during
24 hours in the laboratory conditions. The temperature and the moisture are
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continually controlled. The dimensions of volumes V1, V2 and S are determined
before the test, where V1 is the volume of the upper chamber of the testing
vessel measured in m3 with the precision of ± 5 %, V2 is the volume of bottom
chamber of the testing vessel measured in m3 with the precision of ± 5% and
S is the testing area of the sample measured in m2.

Procedure of the test
The upper chamber was perfused with the testing gas and the bottom
chamber with the air before the measurement as long as the homogenous
environs was reached in the each of the both chambers. The suitable flow of the
both gases is about 600 cm3 · min–1. The time of the perfusion has to be at least
30 minutes and it is prolongs if the material is less permeable. The supply of
the testing gas is stopped after the perfusion and all valves of the both
chambers are closed. The time of the permeation of the testing gas trough the
sample is started in the moment. The diffusion of the gas between both
chambers is in the progress for a period of 24 hours.
The coefficient of permeability P is determined on the base of the equation
(4) from the equation (BROŽOVÁ 2008):
P=

Δ pp Vh 1
Δt Spi RT

(12)

where:
pi – pressure of the gas in the initial volume V, Pa,
V – calibrated volume, m3,
h – thickness of the film, m,
Δpp – increasing of the pressure of the gas transferred into calibrated volume
V, Pa,
Δt – time of the duration of the diffusion, d,
S – area of the film, m2,
R – universal gas constant, R = 8314 J · kmol–1 · K–1,
T – temperature, K.
The coefficient of permeability P was obtained from the increasing of the
concentration Δρp [kg · m–3] of the gas permeated trough the film to the
calibrated volume V in a time Δt because the oxygen probes measured the
relative concentration of the oxygen and the absolute values of concentration
had to calculated from the tabulated values of the air and oxygen at the real
conditions. After applying equation of state for ideal gas the coefficient of
permeability P can obtain from the equation:
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P=

Δ ρ p Vh 1
Δt Sρ i RT

(13)

where:
ρi – density of the gas in the initial volume V, kg · m–3,
Δρp – increasing of the density of the gas transferred into calibrated volume V,
kg · m–3.
We can also obtain permeability of the membrane Px [m3 · m–2 · s–1 · Pa–1]
after applying the equations (5) and (13) and equation of state for ideal gas pV
= nRT, from the equation:

Px =

Δρp VM
Δ t S ρ2i RT

(14)

where:
M – molecular mass, kg · mol–1.

Results and discussion
The permeability of pure oxygen (99.5%) trough polyethylene films of the
thickness of 50 μm was measured. Samples of film contained 91% of polyethylene Bralen RA 2 – 63 and 9% colored concentrate Maxithen HP 533041
– violet. The films were made in the company Slovnaft, a.s., Bratislava and the
colored concentrate were made in the company Gabriel-Chemie, Lázně Bohdaneč.
The conditions of measurement are described in the Table 1. The measurement was realized at the temperature 22oC, 30% of moisture of the air and the
barometric pressure 102 600 Pa. Measured quantities needed of calculating of
the result quantities are presented in the Table 2.The absolute values of
densities were calculated from the relative values measured by the oxygen
probes. The oxygen probes were calibrated on the value of 20.9% of oxygen in
the air on the beginning of the test. The perfusion of the equipment by the air
and oxygen during 30 minutes on the beginning of the test caused the
increasing of the initial values of the oxygen probes from the 20.9% to the 23%
in the bottom chamber and to the 98% in the upper chamber. Value of 98% of
the amount of the oxygen in the upper chamber is real, but the value of 23% in
the bottom chamber was occasioned by means of sensibility of the oxygen
probe on the speed of the air flow.
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Table 1
Conditions of measurement
Symbol

Unit

Quantity

Description

V1

m3

0.0011283

volume of upper chamber

V2

m3

0.0011283

volume of bottom chamber

ds

m

0.07

diameter of the film sample

S

m2

0.0038465

area of the film sample

h

μm

50

thickness of the film

b

Pa

102 600

barometric pressure of the air

T

K

295

temperature of the air

ϕ

%

30

relative moisture of the air

M

kg/kmol

32

molar mass of the O2

R

J/kmol · K

8314

universal gas constant

Table 2
Measured quantities
Symbol

Unit

Quantity

Description

Δt

d

1.0382

time of the duration of the permeation

ρ

kg/m3

1.1965

density of the air at the temperature 295 K

3

ρO2

kg/m

1.3386

density of the O2 at the temperature 295 K

φ1O2i

% (vol.)

98.0

initial relative concentration of the O2 at the temperature
295 K measured by the oxygen probe in the upper chamber

ρ1O2i

kg/m3

1.3118

initial density of the O2 at the temperature 295 K measured
by the oxygen probe in the upper chamber

φ2O21

% (vol.)

23.0

initial relative concentration of the O2 at the temperature
295 K measured by the oxygen probe in the bottom chamber

ρ2O21

kg/m3

0.2752

initial density of the O2 at the temperature 295 K measured
by the oxygen probe in the bottom chamber

ϕ2O22

% (vol.)

23.7

final relative concentration of the O2 at the temperature 295 K
measured by the oxygen probe in the bottom chamber

ρ2O22

kg/m3

0.2836

final density of the O2 at the temperature 295 K measured
by the oxygen probe in the bottom chamber

ΔρO2p

kg/m3

0.0084

increasing of the density of the O2 at the temperature 295 K
in the bottom chamber

Dependence of the volume concentration of the oxygen on the time in the
upper chamber during the test is presented in the Figure 5. Dependence of the
volume concentration of the oxygen on the time in the bottom chamber during
the test is presented in the Figure 6.The coefficient of permeability P was
calculated by the equation (13).
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Fig. 5. Dependence of the volume concentration of the oxygen on the time in the upper chamber
during the test

The permeability of the film Px was calculated from the equation (14). The
coefficient of diffusion D of the membrane was determined from the equations
(8) and (10).The solubility coefficient Sp of the membrane was determined from
the equation (11). The measured values from the Table 1 and Table 2 were
used for the calculation.
The time lag Θ was calculated by performing linear regression analysis on
only the data points that contribute to the pseudo-steady state. The model
implied the regression should be linear and the general form used was
y = b + ax, where a and b were estimated on the base of the equations (8) as it
is presented in the Figure 7.
The tangent in the Figure 7 represents pseudo-steady state and its slope
represents the slope of the equation (8). Then the diffusion coefficient D is
determined:

D=

V ha
S

(15)

where:
a – slope.
Results of the transport coefficients of the oxygen trough the PE film are
presented in the Table 3. Transport properties are also related to the thickness
of the film. The polyethylene Bralen 2 – 63 with 9% colored concentrate
Maxithen HP 533041 – violet film showed the high values of the coefficients.
The film was high permeable for the oxygen. The film is not very suitable for
the food packaging but it is suitable for the mulching of the plants.
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Table 3
Transport properties of the polyethylene Bralen 2 – 63 with 9% colored concentrate Maxithen HP
533041 – violet film for the oxygen permeability, thickness of the film 50 μm
Transport properties
Coefficient of permeability P
[mol · m–1 · s–1 · Pa–1]
Permeability Px
[cm3 · m–2 · s–1 · (0.1 MPa)–1]

Experimental
values

Experimental values related to the film
thickness

4.2560 · 10–16 coefficient of permeability P
[mol · m–1 · s–1 · Pa–1]
1794.2500

permeability Px
[cm3 · m–1 · s–1 · Pa–1]

1.8387 · 10–15
0.1038

Coefficient of diffusion
[m2 · s–1]

4.3999 · 10–10 coefficient of diffusion
[m3 · s–1]

2.2000 · 10–14

Solubility coefficient Sp
[mol · m–3 · Pa–1]

9.6735 · 10–7

4.8368 · 10–11

solubility coefficient Sp
[mol · m–2 · Pa–1]

The developed instrument was not compared with the instrument described in the standard (EN STN 77 0333) because the construction of the
instrument is not trivial thing. The developed instrument was only constructed and tested and the obtained data were compared with the data in the
literature. BHADHA (1999) presented the values of the permeability Px in the
range from 0.4120 to 0.0375 [cm3 · m/m2 · s · Pa] and the values obtained by
means of the developed instrument were 0.1038 [cm3 · m/m2 · s · Pa]. Advantages of the developed method are the simple detection of the relative oxygen
concentration. Disadvantage of the developed method is the necessity to
calculate the absolute values of the oxygen concetration from the tabulated
values of the air and oxygen at the real conditions. The accuracy of the
developed method depends on the accuracy of the measurement of relative
concentration of the oxygen by means of instrument Mesura, depends on the
accuracy of determination of the density of oxygen at the same condition and
depends on the applied theoretical methods for determination of the quantities. The electronic accuracy of the instrument Mesura was 0.1% of oxygen on
the scale 100% of oxygen. The accuracy of the determination of the density of
the oxygen depends on the accuracy of the measurement of the temperature of
the gas and the pressure of the gas. The accuracy of the measurement of the
temperature was ±0.5oC and the accuracy of the measurement of the pressure
of the gas was ±50 Pa. Density of oxygen was calculated from the equation
of state for ideal gas. The accuracy of the determination of the density
was ±0.0029 kg/m3, i.e. ±0.22% related to the value of the oxygen density
1.3386 kg/m3 or ±34.5% related to the value of the oxygen density 0.0084 kg/m3
(increasing of the density of the O2 at the temperature 295 K in the bottom
chamber).
The accuracy of the determination of the coefficient of permeability P was
±5.1145.10–17 [mol/m · s · Pa], i.e. 12.02%. The accuracy of the determination of
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the permeability Px was ±15.684 [cm3/m2 · d · (0.1 MPa)], i.e. 0.8%. The accuracy
of the determination of the coefficient of diffusion D was ±16.07 · 10–11 [m2/s],
i. e. 36.53% and accuracy of the determination of the solubility coefficient Sp
was ±1.1624 · 10–7 [mol/m3 · Pa], i.e. 12.01%.

Fig. 6. Dependence of the volume concentration of the oxygen on the time in the upper chamber
during the test

Fig. 7. Dependence of normalized concentration on the time

Conclusion
The design of the equipment of the measurement of the oxygen permeability of the packaging and mulching material was realized and the equipment
was constructed. The design and the construction of the equipment was
realized with applying of the standard EN STN 77 0333. The measurement of
the permeability of the oxygen trough the polyethylene Bralen 2 – 63 with 9%
colored concentrate Maxithen HP 533041 – violet film was realized. The
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measurements and the calculations of the permeability were modified and
personal access was applied. Modified measurement enabled to obtain the
experimental values comparable with other authors. The measurements confirmed that the designed equipment is suitable of measurement of the permeability of the oxygen, but the improvement of the measurement of the gas
concentration will be needed for the measurement of the absolute concentration of gases. The permeabilities of the oxygen trough the studied films were
high. The polyethylene films are suitable for mulching technologies and no
suitable for the food packaging.
Translated by LUBOMI´R KUBI´K
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